EDUCATIONAL PLAN OVERVIEW
When planning, every organization needs to envision where it wants and hopes to be in the near
and more distant future. This chapter – the Educational Plan - focuses on a vision for the College and its programs. The vision resulted from
an analysis of the trends and projections forecasted by each department and academic discipline. Part I presents a collection of vision
statements for the District and the areas of curriculum and instruction, support services, facilities and technology and enrollment growth.
These vision statements provide direction to and
support for the program of instruction and identify space needs that will be required by the District up through the year 2020, or about the time
when all bond-funded construction should be
completed.
Part II of the Educational Plan provides a summary of the trends and projections for all departments and programs throughout the District.
This is necessary because the College must prepare for the impact of these plans on the use of
technology, the need for facilities and staffing
and the possible need for developing alternative
sources of funding.
The final section (Part III) moves the plan from
the conceptual, visionary phase to one of a
quantifiable nature. It translates the trends and
projections into probable impact on square footage needs – a necessary step for the development of the Facilities Plan. Of necessity, the
quantifiable portions of this plan (Part IEnrollment Growth and Part III) are based on
data from fall 2002, the latest data available at
the time this chapter was developed. Since then,
several significant factors occurred: (1) fewer
course sections were offered as a result of
budget cuts; (2) enrollment remained fairly stable; (3) FTES continued to grow as students enrolled in more units, and (4) the College’s productivity/efficiency ratio improved as weekly
student contact hours per unduplicated enrollment increased. Even though these occurrences
may have improved our efficiency and produc-

tivity over what is represented by the 2002 data,
the importance of the content in Part IEnrollment Growth and Part III with their quantifiable analysis cannot be overlooked. The recommendations there are critical for the development of the Facilities Plan and Technology
Plan chapters that follow.
PART I – VISION FOR THE FUTURE
Vision for the District
Looking to the year 2020, El Camino College
will face several challenges. While the District
will most likely remain a single-college district,
enrollment growth will prompt the development
of more off-campus centers. Smaller satellite
centers that are extensions of the main campus,
such as the Inglewood Center and the Business
Training Center in Hawthorne, are necessary to
support the programs and services at the College. However, because the population in the
service area is extremely developed and mature,
changing from the current method of delivering
the College’s program of instruction does not
appear to be a strong possibility. As new educational centers do emerge, it is not anticipated
that any would reach the status of a formal educational center as defined by the state’s guidelines. Any satellite centers, therefore, would not
be eligible for state funded support relative to
required facilities and would require alternative
funding.
Another challenge faced by the District in the
future is the replacement of an aging workforce.
An analysis of the 2004 spring semester shows
that over 53% of the District’s full-time workforce was over 50 years of age and would most
likely retire by 2020. The present organizational
structure is relatively lean at the top levels of
administration with a Superintendent/President
and three Assistant Superintendents/VicePresidents, some of whom will be retired by the
time this Plan is updated three years from now.
During the next ten years and beyond, the District will experience significant changes in its
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upper-level administrative-management positions, primarily due to retirements and, to some
extent, turnover. As the District plans to replace
these administrators, it is faced with the dilemma that community colleges around the state
are experiencing-- smaller pools of applicants
for management positions than used to be customary.
Also on the horizon and impacting the organizational structure is the significantly high number
of faculty and staff retirements that will occur
over the next ten years and beyond. In the past
ten years, the College has replaced approximately one-third of its faculty due to retirements
and resignations. In fall 2004, fifteen new faculty members were hired. Continuing to replace
such a large number of experienced faculty
members can be difficult, especially in some
disciplines where the available pool of qualified
applicants is small. Replacing the wealth of
knowledge of outgoing employees has become
increasingly difficult. Fortunately, the number
of applicants for classified positions has increased due to the economy and an increasing
use of temporary employees by many organizations. The difficulty in replacing classified employees for all but the most technical positions,
will not be as difficult as replacing faculty and
administrators.
The challenges of meeting the needs of under
prepared students and increasing student retention, persistence and success will continue for
the foreseeable future. New teaching and learning paradigms, as well as delivery strategies developed to meet the needs of a changing student
population, will positively impact student retention campus-wide.
The District will also need to make a strong
commitment to increasing the use of technology
in the pedagogical process and in all its work
processes. This will require ongoing faculty,
staff, and administrator training. It will be imperative that all new and existing faculty members and classroom support staff be technologi14

cally current in order to utilize multimedia
classrooms.
Vision for Curriculum and Instruction
In keeping with its stated mission, and to best
serve its diverse student population, the College
will reaffirm its commitment to providing quality
educational opportunities to the community. The
College will continue to offer a balanced curriculum based in general education and transfer
courses, along with current and relevant vocational and technical programs and instructional
programs in developmental education. As it attempts to remain current, the College needs to
prepare for expansions of some programs and
modification or elimination of others, particularly in areas impacted by student and community needs.
The delivery of instruction in the next decade
and beyond will need to be modified significantly to accommodate various learning styles
and needs. Instructional delivery will focus on
the adaptations of teaching and assessment
methods, and the accomplishment of requirements such as student learning outcomes.
The College should incorporate strategies that
expand its instructional delivery systems to include the use of more technology in the pedagogical process. Two such needed areas are the
establishment of more web-enhanced courses
and the increased use of multimedia classrooms.
Computer technology needs to be integrated
more widely across the curriculum.
Strategies and commitments for curriculum and
instruction should include:
Curriculum
Instructional Relevancy
Faculty and administrators will develop standards for the assessment of programs, courses,
relevancy, and applicability. Programs not meeting set standards will be revised or replaced
with new programs.
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Training for the Workplace
The College will emphasize its commitment to
workforce development by continuing to develop strong technical and occupational programs. This will not necessarily be a two-year
linear process, but will be flexible to accommodate the demands for short term, high intensity
programs that provide entry-level skills for
workers in weeks or months. Technical and occupational curricula will be developed in partnership with business and industry.
Instruction
Accessibility
A continued emphasis will be placed on meeting
the needs of all students especially working students, non-traditional students, students with
disabilities, and life-long learners. Short-term
classes, weekend classes, accelerated courses,
and modular courses will be expanded. Processes will be designed to enhance student retention through tutoring and supplemental instruction.
Alternative Instructional Delivery Strategies
Teaching strategies will expand the use of classroom technology, work experience, internships,
and specialized laboratories.
Inter-disciplinary Instruction
The development of inter-disciplinary courses
and programs that promote connections between
the disciplines will be a part of the College’s
future. Existing inter-disciplinary programs will
be expanded (e.g., Learning Communities) and
new ones developed.
Technology
Distance learning through technology will aid
individuals who cannot attend a central campus
for a variety of reasons. The learning environment on campus will continue to expand the
number of smart classrooms, the accessibility to
interactive computer hardware and software,
and the availability of computer-assisted instruction. Two important components of technology-based instruction will be the advance-

ment of the appropriate skills or competencies
of students, faculty and staff, and the availability of a faculty/staff development support structure. Faculty will require training in utilizing
technology-enhanced processes such as forecasting and submitting rosters and grades.
Vision for Support Services
As part of the overall vision for the College,
support services will need to be upgraded and be
more flexible to meet the changing needs of the
diverse student body. These changes will include expanded use of technology and streamlining the processes of registering, obtaining
academic or support assistance, accessing records, and receiving financial assistance. The
vision includes the ability for students to have
more control over their own learning-support
environment through greater access via technology to campus information and services from
home and the workplace.
The vision for Student Services includes a component that places counseling, assessment, registration, and payment of fees in one interactive
process in a one-stop facility. In supporting the
academic process, it is anticipated that counseling will assume a greater diagnostic and prescriptive function in student success. The primary purpose of Student Services will remain to
support the academic mission of the College.
Tutorial support will also be increased and improved to assist students who are underprepared
for college level academics. The Library and the
Learning Resource Center may become more
central in the delivery of instruction-related content and access to on-line information as technology plays an increasingly larger role in the
teaching process.
The College will continue to address the growing number of students with special needs or
learning disabilities.
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Vision for Facilities and Technology
As technology is incorporated into instructional
delivery, the definitive line that has traditionally
separated lecture and laboratory space will become more difficult to discern. Building large
numbers of classrooms and laboratories may be
less important than developing technologybased learning areas. New construction should
permit the maximum amount of structural and
infrastructure flexibility. Instructional facilities
must be developed with the idea that within five
years they will need to be adapted in some manner.
The College will continue to utilize the most
current technology to provide students with the
greatest opportunity for achieving their educational goals; faculty with the resources and support necessary for continued excellence in instruction; administrators and staff with efficient
and effective work environment for overseeing
daily institutional activities; and the community
with effective, efficient, and timely response to
community needs. Infrastructure to support the
College will also be a high priority. This will
include improvements ranging from basic utility
infrastructure, to telecommunications, to laboratory equipment that is relevant for today’s
world.
As a part of this Comprehensive Master Plan, a
Facilities Plan chapter has been developed to
address the needs of all academic and support
services. Particular attention will be given to the
upgrading of existing campus infrastructure
where needed, pedestrian and vehicular circulation, parking, consolidation of student services
and activities, facility use and reuse, as well as
needed renovations and new building construction.
Vision for Enrollment Growth
The annual population rate of growth within the
service area will be slow and below the state
average. Current demographic trends do not
16

suggest the presence of a natural demand or opportunity for increased enrollments over the
next six years. The demographic data for the
future indicates a small District-wide increase in
the 18 to 24 year-old age group segment (primary targets for post-secondary education), but
not until the beginning of 2010 (see Appendix
C). This increase has the potential to produce a
small impact on the enrollment base within the
College’s service area. The scholastic profiles of
the service area support the demographic data,
indicating an increase in K-12 enrollment but
projected graduation rates from the high schools
within the District do not appear to be increasing dramatically or in linear relationship to these
increases.
In order to serve the growing needs of its service area, the College needs to reach out to students who may be less academically prepared
for post-secondary education. Many of these
students will be first generation students, some
with language difficulties. It is essential that the
College place equal emphasis on student retention to assure the success of these students. Additionally, in the absence of a natural driven
demand among 18-24 year olds, and in light of
its low participation rate, the District’s vision
must include increased outreach to that population. The College will also need to focus on attracting older students and life-long learners
from the community. By 2020, the 45 to 64
year-old category (see Appendix C) will comprise approximately one-fourth of the College’s
overall service area population. All of these factors, plus increased competition for students
from other local community colleges and post
secondary educational institutions, will make it
necessary for the College to continue embarking
upon a proactive marketing program.
Thus, the vision for enrollment growth will continue to include evaluations of the current curricular offerings and a stronger emphasis on
programs that address developmental or basic
skills. Developmental education (basic skills)
curricular offerings will be refined to interface
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with the more traditional academic offerings of
the College, and will be seen as an important
point of entry to the College’s overall academic
experience.
Enrollment Projections
Student enrollment has traditionally been used
by the State as the standard for measuring academic growth or decline in the college environment. More recently, however, it has become
less relevant for assessing the overall condition
and status of a college. This is primarily because
community colleges have seen a change in the
type of student participating in a program of instruction. The purpose for which they attend has
also changed. To accommodate today’s student,
great variances have been made in the delivery
system of the instructional program. For example, there is a growing interest in distance education courses. Also, curricular offerings are
increasingly scheduled in formats other than the
traditional 17.5-week semester (for example, El
Camino has transitioned to a 16 week semester),
and the majority of students take nine or fewer
credit hours per semester. There has also been a
general decline statewide in the number of credits per enrollment (although not at El Camino),
all of which creates a challenge for the College.
Whether a student is enrolled for a one-unit
course or carries an 18-unit load for a given semester, the College must give equal weight to

that student as a single enrollment. The amount
of time it takes to accommodate each single student, however, will vary significantly.
The amount of Weekly Student Contact Hours
(WSCH) provides the most accurate perspective
relative to growth or decline of the College.
WSCH identifies the number of hours that are
required to accommodate the total student body
demand. WSCH does not differentiate between
part-time or full-time status of a student. It is
also the measure that most accurately determines whether or not existing space is used to
its intended or full potential. For the purposes of
determining space needs WSCH, not enrollment, will be used as the primary determinant.
Using the 2002 fall semester as a baseline, the
College generated 258,781 credit-WSCH. This
number reflects 8,626 full-time equivalent students (FTES) for the semester. The College’s
credit-WSCH generation for fall semesters over
the past six years (1997-2002) is depicted in the
following figure, providing a trend analysis for
the relative productivity of the College. Source
data is from the State of California Chancellor’s
Office for the years 1997 to 2001. WSCH calculations for 2002 were derived from a section
level analysis of the 2002 fall semester program
of instruction by the consultant team.

Figure – 1
Credit WSCH Profile
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Source: State Chancellors Office 1997 to 2001 Maas Companies analysis provides the credit-WSCH generation for 2002.
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After experiencing a sizeable increase in 1999,
WSCH generated from credit-enrollment has
been stable over the past four-year period. There
have been no dramatic shifts. The 2000 fall semester represents the College’s highest creditWSCH at 259,181. The annual average growth
rate is difficult to discern because the College
compressed its program of instruction in 20022003 to a 16-week per semester schedule.
Therefore, credit-WSCH was calculated using a
different hourly factor than that which was used
when the semester length was based on a 17.5week semester.
Forecasted Growth of Credit WSCH
As previously noted, the forecasting/planning
model devised for projecting future growth used
credit-WSCH as the primary determinant for
developing space needs. Guidelines for space
needs determination using credit-WSCH are
more fully disclosed in Title 5. The model also

incorporated demographic data for the key cities
and unincorporated areas in the District and assumed that sound operational policies and productivity/efficiency guidelines would continue
to receive high priority at the College.
With all factors taken into consideration, creditWSCH generation is projected to increase by
55,119 from its 2002 fall semester level of
258,781 to 313,900 by 2010. By 2020 creditWSCH generation is projected to expand by an
additional 135,651 to 394,432 for a 52% increase over the fall 2002 level. At these benchmark points, credit enrollment is projected to be
30,268 by 2010, and 37,516 by 2020. Overall,
the College is projected to show slow to modest
growth rates to the year 2020. An average annual growth rate of 2.44% is projected for
credit-WSCH while credit enrollment (unduplicated) is projected to grow at an average annual
rate of 2.17%.

Figure – 2
Credit WSCH Projections
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Figure – 3
Projected Enrollment Growth
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Attaining Projected Growth Goals
Reaching the growth targets for 394,432 creditWSCH and 37,516 students enrolled by 2020 is
predicated on the fact that the College will create and adopt a strategy for enrollment management that capitalizes on: 1) attracting new
students to the campus via new opportunities
(e.g., attracting larger proportions of 18– 24
year-old students from within the District and of
older, life-long learners); 2) retaining returning
and continuing students who have not completed their educational goal; 3) developing expanded offerings in developmental education
(basic skills); 4) maintaining desirable transfer
and occupational/vocational programs; 5) continuing emphasis on service to the key cities and
unincorporated areas that currently support the
College; and 6) striving for operational and academic efficiency.
A demographic analysis of the geographic area
within the College’s 7.5-mile radius effective
service area shows the population base was
1,418,517 in 2001. Forecasted growth rates to
the year 2020 indicate that the population within
this area will reach 1,718,000. Attaining the
growth goals projected will require that the College not only keep pace with, but also improve
upon its rate of student participation from its inDistrict boundaries. This will mean improving
upon the current participation rate (number of
students 18-64 per 1,000 adult population of the

same age range) of 38 to something closer to the
statewide average of 58.4.
In fall 2002 the College’s credit-WSCH produced for each unduplicated enrollment was
10.26. Since fall 2003, the College has improved upon its level of productivity relative to
the amount of credit-WSCH produced for each
unduplicated enrollment. However, the College
will need to maintain a ratio of 10.51 creditWSCH per unduplicated enrollment if the targets for 2020 are to be met.
PART II – PROGRAM SUMMARIES
PROGRAM SUMMARY OVERVIEW
Part II of the Educational Plan is a collection of
program summaries that were developed by the
faculty, staff, and administrators of the disciplines and departments listed below. These program summaries are a collection of futureoriented opinions using forms from the planning
consultant that solicited discipline or departmental trends and projections over two time periods - one to five years and six to ten years. The
forms provide the College with a consistent reporting process for analyzing future needs. Future comprehensive master plans will utilize results from discipline or departmental program
reviews rather than these forms when creating
this segment of the Educational Plan. These
summaries of trends and projections are critical
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to the development of the other plans in this
document, especially the Facilities Plan and the
Technology Plan.
Program summaries have been listed alphabetically by division beginning with the Academic

divisions followed by Support Service divisions
(Administrative Services and Student & Community Advancement). Each summary begins
with projected changes in program and staffing,
if any, and concludes with technology needs and
the impact on facilities if these changes are implemented.

programs, the Division has decided to discontinue this program.

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
Behavioral and Social Sciences Division
American Studies
Student interest in the program has steadily declined over the past decade. The decline in enrollment has resulted in the inactivation in 2003
of two of the program’s five courses. Since this
downward enrollment trend is expected to continue indefinitely, and because American Studies is mainly offered in four-year and graduate
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Due to the scope of the program, additional
staffing needs, facility space, additional equipment or technology support is not anticipated.
Anthropology – Anthropology Museum
Over the past six years, increased interest in Anthropology has resulted in program expansion of
curriculum from 3 to 10 courses. Enrollments
have nearly doubled from 1993 to 2003 with
demand for new courses expected to continue
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within the next 5-10 years. The faculty anticipates adding new courses in cultural and physical anthropology to the curriculum within the
next five years to meet this enrollment demand.
Staffing will need to be increased to meet additional program growth with two to three additional full-time faculty positions added within
the next five years. Additionally, the projected
growth in course offerings will require additional classroom space.
The current lack of classroom space has limited
the number of introductory survey course offerings. One dedicated classroom for physical anthropology is needed to complement ArtB 334,
which is in full use. The program also offers
museum studies in the Anthropology Museum, a
facility that is over thirty years old and in need
of space and equipment upgrades. Improved
lighting and a separate air conditioning system
for the museum are necessary to protect artifacts
on display. As part of the planned renovation,
the museum is expected to be relocated to the
first floor of the building.
Child Development
Within the next five years, the Child Development Department expects to expand the offerings pertaining to school-age children and to
further develop a new program for children with
disabilities that was initiated in spring 2004. The
department will work with the Special Resource
Center staff to assure necessary instructional
materials and equipment for the developing program on children with disabilities. The Child
Development Department is also collaborating
with the Nursing Department to develop an additional certificate of completion program for
work with special needs young children. This
new certificate program will provide for the
academic needs of a growing service sector in
the surrounding community. One to two new
full-time positions will be needed due to the expansion of programs in the department.

The department will require a dedicated interactive universal design technology for all classrooms within the curriculum.
Child Development Center (CDC)
The CDC currently serves preschoolers, ages 25. The CDC offers a state-funded program that
is free to qualifying recipients - three hours per
day in either AM or PM sessions. The CDC also
offers a fee-based, all day preschool program. In
collaboration with the Los Angeles County Office of Education, the Center provides service
for up to ten deaf and hard-of-hearing children.
Additionally, the CDC serves as a laboratory
school for the Early Childhood Education Program. Additional staff is needed to keep current
employees from working over-time or using
compensatory time in order to perform essential
office functions. Due to changes in the fee structure, the CDC is experiencing growth in enrollment and the need for full time staff. This trend
is expected to continue for the next 5-10 years.
Economics
The Economics Department is expected to remain stable. Enrollment has increased slightly
and should be absorbed through additional section offerings of the program’s three courses.
The department’s curriculum is not expected to
increase in size within the next five-year period.
With the addition of a full-time faculty position
hired in fall 2004, the department has two fulltime faculty.
Facility needs are minimal with the exception of
outfitting the current classrooms with smart
boards or graphing boards with universal design
for instructional purposes.
Ethnic Studies
Ethnic Studies embraces the fields of African
American, Chicano, and Native American Studies. The department hopes to add an Asian
American component within the next five years.
This will expand the interdisciplinary curriculum and provide students with a broader complement of Ethnic Studies courses. At present,
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the array of courses in this discipline is taught
by full and part-time faculty, and by faculty
from other divisions. A full-time position in any
of the sub- fields of Ethnic Studies is not anticipated in the next few years but will be requested
upon further expansion of the curriculum within
six to eight years.

demand for more section offerings. In order to
maintain efficient oversight of the program the
amount of release time for the faculty coordinator position should be increased to 1.0 FTE.
Staff support is currently insufficient. A fulltime secretary should be hired and there should
be an increase in the amount of student help,

Additional classroom space for the growth in
courses has been requested.

Liberal Studies (Teacher Education
Program)
Student enrollments in Liberal Studies and
Teacher Education courses are expected to exceed 1000 within the next few years. The current curriculum is anticipated to remain the
same; however, additional sections will be offered. Funding and staffing will need to be
augmented as the program grows. Grant funding
continues to provide some support for the administrative infrastructure. However, the Division continues to draw upon departmental budgets to cover other costs. When grant funding is
no longer available, full institutionalization of
this sizeable program will be necessary in order
to continue to meet student demand. Institutionalization will require full-time permanent positions for the program director, counselor, and
secretary. Support service assignments to coordinate special program activities such as CBEST
test preparation and supplemental instruction are
additional critical staff positions that need to be
added over the next decade.

History
The History Department is the largest program
within the Division. It has maintained stable
student enrollments over time. No significant
changes are anticipated in the next few years.
Retirements have impacted the quality of staffing needed for a program of this size. The reduction of full-time faculty from a high of nine
ten years ago to five currently has increased the
department’s need to use part-time instructors.
At least two additional full-time positions are
needed to continue to maintain the academic
rigor of the program.
A dedicated classroom with student computer
stations has been requested by faculty members
in order to utilize interactive technology for
their classroom lectures. The primary ongoing
equipment need is for maps.
Human Development
The demand for Human Development classes
will continue to increase due to the lack of
preparation for higher education of incoming
freshmen and to address the needs of special
student populations such as those that are under
prepared and language limited.
Honors Transfer Program (HTP)
Student participation in the HTP has increased
in the past three years with more than 350 active
students currently enrolled. To meet the enrollment trend, new course offerings have been
added to the curriculum. The HTP expects to
continue to add more general education courses
within the next year to address honors student
22

Additional office space or relocation of the office itself will be essential as other Division
programs vie for limited space. Technological
support and equipment needs have been supported by the Title V and VTEA grants for the
past few years.
Philosophy
No significant increases in student enrollments
are anticipated in Philosophy. The faculty anticipates developing one or two new courses on
Feminist Philosophy and an introductory course
on Religious Studies over the next five years. In
order to maintain program integrity, the depart-
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ment will need one full-time replacement by fall
2005.
No additional classroom space to accommodate
growth is foreseen, but since the department offers several online courses, technological support for this mode of delivery is essential to
maintain optimal teaching performance online.
The department has student computer stations
for use in courses requiring extensive computer
work. The computers in the classroom must use
software that is accessible by disabled students.
Currently, instructors utilize a Business Division
computer lab, which is heavily used by a number of instructors.
Political Science
Enrollments consistently exceed 1,000 students.
Additional growth would result from increased
section offerings of Political Science 1 which
fulfills student graduation requirements. The
department has no immediate plans to enlarge
the program through additional courses.
There is no need for additional classrooms at
this time. Given the lecture focus of the courses,
the most significant equipment need will be for
current political maps.
Psychology
Currently, there is insufficient classroom space
for morning offerings of introductory Psychology and other courses. Faculty anticipates developing new courses on cross-cultural psychology and the psychology of women within the
next three years. A psychology technician program is being researched with expectations of
creating a certificate of completion over the next
decade. With regard to staffing, the department
is at an all time low for full-time instructors,
with five. The department would like to add up
to ten permanent instructors by 2010.
LCD projectors and computer laptops for classroom use will need to be available for part-time
instructors who often do not have computer
technology to conduct interactive classroom
presentations.

Sociology
Modest enrollment increases are expected to
continue in the Sociology program. New course
offerings on Race and Ethnicity and the Sociology of Women, along with the creation of a service certificate for Sociology majors interested
in public service work, are planned for the next
five years. By 2010, the faculty anticipates expanding the department to incorporate a lower
division social work major to meet continued
student interest in this field. These projected
changes may require the need to hire up to three
additional full-time instructors within ten years.
Laptop upgrades and access to LCD projectors
are the major needs for the department.
Study Abroad Program
The Study Abroad Program has been scaled
back to just two summer programs per year.
Restoration of the semester programs will allow
ECC to keep pace with similar programs at
neighboring community colleges. Plans are being made to develop a fully accredited individualized language study program for students
abroad. The program is also developing collaborative partnerships with other international education components within the College.
Women’s Studies
Women’s Studies currently offers one course
with consistently solid enrollments. The desire
is to add courses on women in other disciplines
in an effort to create a major within 5-10 years.
Business Division
Accounting
Courses will be revised to incorporate the use of
technology into the curriculum. Software upgrades will be essential to keep courses current
with industry standards. Multi-media will be
used more readily to enhance instructional delivery capabilities. As the demand for accounting courses increases so will the need for additional full-time faculty.
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The amount of space allocated to the program is
adequate. However, computer labs that contain
assistive technology software are needed.
Computer Information Systems (CIS)
Overall enrollment in applications is expected to
remain stable. New programs such as mobile
application/networking and server-side applications will be created. Staffing levels will need to
be adjusted to meet demand and keep current
with industry standards. Training for new applications and developments will be necessary.
Present staffing is adequate. However, with
pending retirements, and as technology advances and courses and programs are added,
faculty and classified staffing levels will need to
be increased.
Upgrades and current technology, including
hardware and software, in the classrooms and
labs will be required as technology advances.
Annual funding will be needed to purchase and
maintain equipment for the Cisco program.
Software licenses must be purchased and renewed annually in all CIS programs.
Cooperative Career Education (CCE)
Cooperative Career Education is a for-credit internship program that is administered by the
Vice President of Academic Affairs. The internships are designed to connect academic degree/certificate-applicable content to on-the-job
training at local employers. The Dean of the
Business Division is also working with the
CASA (Community Action for Student
Achievement) program and Career Placement
Services to create a not-for-credit internship
program.
Law
Enrollment in the Law and Paralegal Studies
Department remains steady. The Paralegal Studies program is approved by the American Bar
Association. Additional staffing will be needed
as the program expands to meet student demand.
Annual renewal of subscriptions to legal publications and upgrading legal software used in the
24

program is essential. Funding will be required to
pay the American Bar Association fees, American Association for Paralegal Education
(AAfPE) dues, and the expenses for Continuing
Legal Education and for conferences so that
faculty can stay current with legal trends as
mandated by the American Bar Association.
An annual budget for publications, software,
and dues is required. Additional classrooms will
be needed as these programs grow.
Management
The department recently developed the Retail
Management program and is presently working
to expand the department’s offerings by developing an International Business program. Present staffing is adequate, but as additional
courses are developed, staffing needs will increase.
Additional classrooms are required to accommodate students in these new courses. Instruction will continue to incorporate technology and
will require equipment and universal design
software upgrades.
Office Administration
Staffing is currently adequate, however, one
full-time faculty members is expected to retire
within the next two years and a replacement
faculty member will be needed. Continuance of
the full-time instructional assistant position is
required to maintain the department’s status as a
Microsoft Office Specialist authorized testing
center. The instructional assistant is also essential for efficient management of labs and to assist in the transition to a lower-cost keyboarding
program.
Hardware and software upgrades will be needed
to keep the courses current with industry trends.
Real Estate
The program is designed to meet the needs of an
expanding industry. Currently, it meets legislatively mandated education requirements for the
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California Department of Real Estate (DRE)
salesperson and broker license exams as well as
the Office of Real Estate Appraisal (OREA) license exam.
The present staffing and facilities are adequate.
Additional staffing and facilities will be needed
if demand for the courses increases. Hardware
and software upgrades will be needed to remain
current with industry requirements.

Art Department - Art History
The department will need to enrich the curriculum with global, cultural, and critical/theoretical
approaches to the study of art in order to be in
line with offerings at four-year universities.
Core and transfer-level courses in Art Appreciation and Art History will continue to be in demand. The department was able to hire one new
faculty member in fall 2004.
This program will experience a significant
change in delivery from the present slide format
to digital presentations as vendors begin phasing
out analog resources and equipment. The facilities are adequate for the foreseeable future, but
the lighting system and projection screens need
to be replaced, and the white boards need to be
relocated from behind the screens for use during
presentations.

Fine Arts Division
Art Department - Art Gallery
The Art Gallery functions as an extension of the
classroom for experiential learning opportunities
and as a laboratory for the Art Department curriculum, including the Gallery Management certificate program and the Artist Career Issues
course.
Future technological needs include support for
the gallery web site, which could be expanded
in scope to function as a resource and research
tool for students’ writing assignments. Upgrades
of computers and audio-visual equipment for
exhibition purposes are also needed.

Art Department - Studio Art
Core and transfer-level courses in Fine Arts will
continue to be in demand. The demand for
courses and programs that prepare students for
careers in the visual arts will continue to increase, and adaptations to the curriculum will be
needed to accommodate this trend. Student and
industry demands will necessitate the hiring of
faculty with specializations and field experiences that enrich the Studio Art program.
There is a need to upgrade tools and equipment,
provide open lab time for students, and consolidate the entire program into a single facility.
Center For The Arts
The Center for the Arts offers a variety of public
performances by nationally and internationally
acclaimed performing artists. Fine Arts students
are provided with the opportunity to attend certain productions and performances as well as the
opportunity to participate in residency workshops offered by many of these artists. Although
the number of performances per year is dependent upon curriculum requirements, the quality
and complexity of these performances could ex-
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pand to increase student opportunities and experience
The Center for the Arts’ booking of performing
arts presentations provides an underutilized opportunity for generating income for the college.
New revenue generating opportunities include
presenting
culturally
oriented
programs/performances, which would appeal to our
local communities such as Hawaiian music and
dance, and Japanese music, dance, and drama;
popular
musicians;
comedy
shows/performances; and theatre presentations
that appeal to children. The Center has consistently seen 2,000 people attend these sorts of
events when produced by rental groups. The
Center for the Arts regularly turns down groups
requesting to rent its venues due to scheduling
conflicts. The demand for a 2,000-seat theatre is
constant. An evaluation of the rental process
needs to occur to make it more streamlined and
user-friendly.
If the Center’s usual program of 36-40 events
each year is to be maintained, then a number of
currently vacant positions will need to be filled.
A group sales and/or marketing position needs
to be created.
All Center for the Arts venues will need to expand their facilities to stay abreast of technological advancements. Lighting, sound, and A/V
systems in all three venues will need to be upgraded to keep pace with the student and faculty
programming demands.
Dance Department - Certificate Programs
New certificate programs in Pilates, Commercial Dance and Musical Theatre are all projects
that need to be developed collaboratively with
faculty from Physical Education, Radio/Television and Theatre, and Theatre and
Music. Additional resources are required to
support courses in computerized dance and
dance notation.
Pilates and Commercial Dance would also require specific equipment and facilities in order
to be offered effectively.
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Dance Department - Lecture Classes
Curriculum will be developed in dance history
to offer courses addressing Black Dance and
Dance from Primitive to Modern Times. Also
courses on dance theory, dance pedagogy, and
dance kinesiology need to be developed.
The program will experience a change in delivery as DVD replaces VHS as the primary format
for visual classroom aids in viewing dance. The
ability to copy and transfer archived material
will also need to be addressed.
Dance Department - Lecture/Lab Classes
Curriculum in this area needs to reflect current
trends. Ballroom Dance needs to be expanded
and detailed regarding vocabulary and codification. The traditional studio dance classes such as
ballet, modern dance, jazz, and tap need to be
offered independently (i.e., beginning level class
sections without intermediate level class section
co-listed).
Satellite classrooms are needed to address the
demand for social dance and world dance
classes such as American Social Dance, Latin
Social Dance, African Dance, and Mexican
Dance. Additionally, the dance studio format
currently in place is dysfunctional with lecture
classrooms located across from the dance studios. It is recommended that a different building
arrangement be addressed as buildings are remodeled with the newly passed bond.
Film/Video Department
Enrollment in the Film/Video program has more
than tripled since fall 2000 to over 200 students.
The department would like to expand its offerings in film studies and advanced film/video
production including courses in directing, cinematography, editing, and television studio operations. If the program is to grow, there is also
a need to add story development and screenwriting courses as an option within the Associates of
Arts degree and as a separate certificate program in Writing for Film and Television.
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Immediate needs include digital production
equipment and a fully functioning nonlinear
digital video-editing lab with industry-level
hardware and software. Near future needs include a working sound studio for teaching and
filming, film/video screening facilities, additional space for equipment storage and checkout, insurance coverage for student off-campus
filming, and equipment support and repair funding.
Music Department
No major changes in curriculum are seen in the
near future. However, there will be increased
usage of department computer labs in the Electronic Music Program. Sight singing, sightreading, and ear training skills are enhanced
through computer-programmed learning. This
program could easily grow but is currently limited by facilities, equipment and the lack of a
full-time faculty member to coordinate the program.
Although the music department currently has
satisfactory equipment for Music Appreciation
and Music History areas, there have been problems with ongoing maintenance. The working
order of this equipment is critical to the success
of these classes. With future technological advances, equipment upgrades will be needed in
these areas as well as in the electronic music
area.
There will continue to be a need for practice
rooms, private studio space in the main music
building, and instruction/rehearsal classrooms in
Marsee Auditorium. Additional practice rooms
are needed to meet the demand of the Applied
Music students. Piano studios/offices are needed
for accompanists who practice music, work individually with students, and record tapes. The
conversion of the old restrooms in the music
building to studios/offices/practice rooms has
been discussed frequently as a means of meeting
this need. It has become increasingly difficult to
schedule applied music lessons due to the lack
of studio space, and the need for additional

classroom/performance ensemble space in the
Marsee Auditorium already impacts the scheduling and instruction of classes in that building.
Speech Communications Department
The program will experience increased growth
in the future. This growth will be primarily
driven by CSU admissions policies, demand in
the business community for effective communication skills, and the increase in demand from
students to fulfill general education requirements. Finally, the discipline may be experimenting with on-line and other alternative
methods of delivery. Any on-line or alternative
methods will first be discussed with the Special
Resource Center in order to determine the needs
of the disabled student community. These alternative methods will require expenditures for delivery technologies.
Theatre Department - Academic Program
An Acting for the Camera course needs to be
added to the curriculum so that the department
can better prepare students for the challenges of
working in the industry. Crucial to the cohesion
and academic integrity of the Theatre Department is the replacement of a full-time instructor
to assist in selecting and directing productions
and in teaching acting and lecture-based
courses. Currently, part-time instructors teach a
number of the program’s courses.
The addition of one acting-rehearsing classroom, i.e., an open space room, would allow
many more options for scheduling acting classes
and rehearsals, and provide the program a place
to relocate classes when TH-151 is being used
for production.
Theatre Department –
Entertainment Lighting Certificate
There will continue to be a demand for the Entertainment Lighting Certificate program that
provides students with hands-on training in the
area of intelligent lighting. The courses in this
certificate program prepare students for career
opportunities in theatre, film, television, and
other special events utilizing intelligent lighting.
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There is a need to upgrade the intelligent lighting fixtures, lighting consoles, and computer
software to continue to provide students with
the skills needed to enter this highly competitive
workplace. The current facilities are adequate
but the need to replace the intelligent lighting
fixtures with newer digital equipment will be
necessary as funding becomes available.
Theatre Department - Production Program
In order for the department to grow, it is important to maintain its comprehensiveness and its
standard of excellence in training students. For
those reasons, the department would like to produce two main stage productions each semester
and one bill of student-directed one-act plays in
the fall. The department would also like to restore the popular summer musical program, a
semi-professional program where students learn
by working side-by-side with talented community performers and Equity guest artists.
It is important that students have the opportunity
to participate and view intimate productions
staged in arena, thrust, and other alternate styles
of presentation. The conversion of TH-151 to a
functional theatre where at least one production
each year is produced using non-proscenium
staging will provide an additional opportunity
for students.
Health Sciences and Athletics Division
Adapted Physical Education
The number of students with disabilities enrolling in the College’s Adapted Physical Education
courses is increasing. For the future, Adapted
Physical Education will require adding more
sections and additional staff. Also, classroom
utilization and curriculum will need to be evaluated to maximize the use of the facility to better
serve the students and staff.
Exercise space and equipment, storage, technology, and the location of the program's office are
inadequate. Additional accessible exercise
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equipment will need to be purchased and serviced on a regular basis.
Contemporary Health/First Aid
The department projects the need for increased
course offerings in disease prevention, human
sexuality, stress management, weight management, healthy aging, and women's health concerns. There will also be a need for increased
fitness assessments as required by the Contemporary Health curriculum. There is a need to
develop certificate programs for majors in recreation, coaching, and personal trainer. The department sees a need for more on-line course
offerings.
The department will need technology-equipped
universal designed classrooms capable of multimedia instructional delivery Two additional
classrooms with a capacity for 50 students plus
special equipment for the first aid lecture and
lab will be needed by 2010. Use of computer
technology and Internet opportunities in the
classroom will require Internet ready facilities,
computer availability and provisions for equipment upgrades and replacement.
Fitness and Physical Activity
Interest in physical activity and fitness is projected to expand in proportion to the aging
population and increases in the prevalence of
obesity. As a result, the curriculum for fitness
and physical activity will change to address
these needs as well as new degree requirements.
Added staff with appropriate training and experience will be required to conduct new
courses and to fill the need to accommodate
more students.
An increase in the size of existing facilities
and/or provision for new facilities with specific
design characteristics, e.g. soundproofing, will
be required to accommodate new, specialized
courses. Use of computer technology and Internet opportunities in the classroom will require
Internet ready facilities, computer availability
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and provisions for equipment upgrades and replacement.
Intercollegiate Athletics
The programs consist of 21 team sports (10female, 11-male) and 20 off-season conditioning
classes. Over 500 athletes in these programs
train and compete within a network of athletic
conferences that culminate in a state championship in all sports. The addition of new mens’
and womens’ sports will be based on budget and
student demand. There is a great need for a
sports director.
Planning for athletic facility expansion and improvements are in progress and are a part of the
Facilities Plan.
Nursing
California is in the middle of a severe nursing
shortage that is predicted to worsen in the next
two decades. This shortage is most noticeable at
the RN (Registered Nurse) level with lesser severity in entry-level healthcare positions. To
address this shortage Nursing Department faculty have been working with local hospitals to
develop creative solutions to increase the number of nurses graduating from El Camino College. The department is also collaborating with
the Community Advancement Division to offer
the R.N. degree program to local hospitals
through contract training.
The Nursing Department currently offers entrylevel and post-licensure programs. The entrylevel programs are designed for students who
wish to enter the health care field in careers
such as Certified Nursing Assistant, Certified
Home Health Aide, and Pediatric Respite Care.
The post-licensure programs are designed for
nurses who are already working in operative,
emergency room, and critical care areas of
health care. The Nursing Department has also
created new programs such as School Health
Clerk – the only program of its kind that is state
certified, and the Special Education Assistant
program that is offered in conjunction with the

Behavioral and Social Sciences Division. Other
unique programs that are under consideration
include Adaptive Physical Education Assistant,
Parks and Recreation Assistant, and After
School Program Aide. To support all these programs, two new faculty were hired in fall 2004.
Dedicated classrooms are needed to facilitate all
the programs that currently share nursing facilities and equipment. Specialized interactive
computer and mannequin rooms need to be established in order for the nursing students to be
familiar with the modern technology used in
hospital and healthcare facilities. Funds will be
needed to build additional classroom facilities
and specialized patient training labs. A library
of books and media programs is also essential
for student research and practice. It is anticipated that at least 6 classrooms, 4 patient laboratories, 3 computer/media centers, and office
space will be required to fulfill this need. These
needs will be addressed in the bond implementation planning.
Radiologic Technology
The Radiologic Technology Program needs to
expand to meet the growing demand for trained
and qualified Radiologic Technologists. A
course in mammography needs to be developed
for graduates and practicing radiographers to
help fill the severe shortage of qualified mammographers. An additional full-time faculty
member was hired in fall 2004. Additional part
time faculty will be needed in the near future.
Classroom and laboratory space should be expanded. The computed radiography equipment
should be used to develop continuing education
courses for practicing Radiologic Technologists
to upgrade their skills in this emerging technology.
Respiratory Care – Entry Level
The entry-level program was created in response
to both the demand for, and the increased role
of, respiratory therapists in the health care profession. The increased role has led to increased
educational requirements imposed by state and
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national licensure boards. The program is not
expected to increase the size of its clinical
classes in the near future due to budgetary and
clinical space considerations.
A commitment to improving the instructional
delivery technology via multimedia smart classrooms/lab, and online, will be required to educate entry-level respiratory therapists.
Technological advances for the profession will
require continual upgrades and maintenance of
the Respiratory Care lab equipment so that students are kept current with the standards for
practice.
Respiratory Care – Advanced Level
The advanced-level program for Respiratory
Care began in 1966 but was discontinued in
2001. The program is being redeveloped and
will be an accredited certificate program designed to produce competent Respiratory
Therapists suitable for immediate employment
as advanced-level respiratory care practitioners.
The target audience of the new advanced program will be working respiratory therapists. It
is expected that this program will be developed
by current entry-level program faculty, and that
the instructional modules will be delivered via
online course technology. Implementation of the
program will be in phases, with the first phase
being offered through Community Education as
the department awaits accreditation of the certificate program. Upon receipt of accreditation,
the department will assume responsibility for
delivering the program, and an additional 1 to 2
FTE faculty will be required. Once the program
is established, it is expected that the numbers of
students will increase as the online courses are
migrated from local audiences to state, national,
and international respiratory care practitioner
audiences.
Student Health Center
The Student Health Center is best described as a
primary care clinic serving the health care needs
of the college community. There is a need to
increase visibility of the Center in the classroom
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and with student government and campus organizations, and to develop a marketing plan.
The staff proposes to implement a Virtual
Health Learning website with closed caption
and universal accessibility to increased student
access to the Center staff, and to facilitate the
private and discrete transfer of information regarding students’ health care concerns. Student
demand for psychological counseling requires
the addition of hours of availability of this service.
There are several facilities and technology needs
facing the Center. Access for disabled students
does not comply with state regulations. This
concern will be resolved with the proposed relocation of the Health Center when the Facilities
Plan is implemented. A controlled climate environment is a high priority and directly relates to
patient care, storage of medications, and medical supplies. The computerization of medical
records will help address confidentiality, space,
and accessibility concerns. Additional space is
needed for psychological counseling appointments. There is a need for an office for the nutritionist.
Special Resource Center (SRC)
The SRC supports the instruction of American
Sign Language and Adapted Physical Education, and conducts special projects to support
and advocate for the needs of individuals with
disabilities in education and the community. Instruction is provided in three departments including Educational Development, Sign Language/Interpreter Training, and Adapted PE
with a total of 12 working units/programs. Projections for the year 2010 indicate that there
may be over 3,300 students with disabilities on
campus. Expanded and updated educational offerings and increased service requests will require additional faculty/staff.
Dedicated lab/lecture rooms are needed to facilitate expanded/updated program offerings and to
meet projected enrollment increases for students
with disabilities. Rooms need to be easily acces-
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sible (ground level) with secure storage for
teaching materials, and be equipped with adaptive
technologies
and
audiovisual
aids/equipment.

of general needs for the academic disciplines
within the English Department follows.
English Composition
Diverse student needs will put great pressure on
the composition program for years to come and
will affect the delivery of instruction. More
Writing Center support staff and tutors will be
needed for English composition, and collaboration with other areas of campus will be required.
More on-line writing classes will be needed to
accommodate students. Overall, the demand for
basic writing skills classes will continue to increase, as will the demand for transfer-level
critical thinking and composition courses.
Technology-rich classrooms will be essential to
the success of the program.

Humanities Division
Academic Strategies
The demand for Academic Strategy courses will
continue to increase as students come to ECC
under prepared in the basic skills necessary to
succeed in their academic studies, particularly in
the areas of comprehension and communication.
An expansion of the program is needed to meet
the growing demand. Students will continue to
need instruction and practice in basic college
work (e.g. note/test-taking strategies, and study
techniques).
English
The English Department offers courses in a variety of areas, including composition, literature,
grammar, creative writing, film and literature,
and reading. Demand for English classes, particularly those in the composition area, is expected to grow as enrollment for the campus
grows. The greatest facilities needs are dedicated learning labs and smart classrooms. A list

English – Creative Writing
There is a growing need for a program director
position with responsibility for the Myriad
magazine and other student publications, a
speaker series, a certificate program, and coordination of creative writing faculty. Additionally, expanded program offerings in screen writing, playwriting, and advanced poetry will be a
priority.
The new Humanities building should include
seminar rooms for creative writing classes.
English – Film and Literature
In order to meet increased demands, the expansion of course offerings in Film as Literature are
necessary. Expanded access to film resources to
include growth and opportunities in the film
marketplace will also be required..
With this expansion comes the necessary creation of film facilities. Improvement of the film
library, greater student access and viewing capabilities – including closed captioning of all
video materials, continued expansion of state of
the art projection equipment, and dedicated film
viewing facilities will be necessary. The creation of a staffed Literature of Film Center with
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individual viewing stations will permit student
screening of films outside of the classroom
English - Literature
There is a need to increase literature course offerings as the canon expands to include regional
writers, women, marginalized writers, and more
cultural studies approaches. Courses connecting
critical theory and literature to align College
offerings with those at four-year institutions will
be needed in the future.
Additional technology to enhance delivery, provide research resources, and assist on-line
courses with multi-media capabilities will be
necessary.
English - Reading
The demand for basic skills classes will increase
steadily. The lack of English preparation of incoming students will put great pressure on the
Reading program for years to come.
Additional classrooms including computer labs
with accompanying technical support will be
required.
English as a Second Language (ESL)
The demand for ESL instruction is expected to
remain strong. There is a need to add two-unit
classes to the curriculum, such as American
Culture. The addition of two full time faculty in
fall 2004 will allow the ESL department to provide students with support not only in class but
also through additional office hours.
Ideally, the ESL classes should be located in
proximity to each other to promote cohesiveness, rather than being scattered around campus
in many different buildings. Hybrid courses
(face-to-face instruction supported by online
materials) are expected to increase. Making full
use of this technology will require computers
and software that support ESL Programs plus
support personnel and training.
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Foreign Languages
The department teaches courses that can lead to
a degree in Spanish, French, Japanese, Chinese,
Italian, and German. The greatest facility need
includes a dedicated language lab. All language
programs except for Spanish and Chinese will
remain stable over the next couple of years. A
list of general needs for the disciplines within
the Foreign Languages Department follows.
Foreign Languages - Chinese
The demand for Chinese classes continues to
increase. Some higher-level Chinese courses
will be added.
Additional classrooms, including computer labs,
will be required and more computer-related instrumentation and equipment in the classrooms
will be needed in the near future.
Foreign Languages – French
Instruction will rely on more computer-based
learning and will therefore require the appropriate instrumentation and equipment. The French
department anticipates offering on-line courses
in the future.
Foreign Languages - German
Without a full-time faculty member, the discipline has no champion to recruit students.
Foreign Languages - Italian
Instruction will rely more on computer-based
learning and require the appropriate equipment.
Current language laboratory space will be adequate for the foreseeable future. On-line course
offerings are anticipated for the future.
Foreign Languages - Japanese
More computer-based learning is anticipated.
Consequently, more space in the Foreign Language lab will be required for students’ needs
and international communications in the future.
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Foreign Languages - Spanish
In the future, the Spanish curriculum will need
to meet the needs of Spanish-English bilingual
individuals and to increase the proficiency of
Spanish heritage speakers. Commensurate with
this need will be the need for more class offerings and classrooms.
Journalism
The Journalism department will work to reinstate various courses due to increased demand,
create an electronic newsroom and digital photography lab, and update existing technology.
Library Information Sciences
Library Information Sciences, along with Tutoring and Communications, represent five course
offerings per semester. Library Information Sciences is not projected to experience any significant growth in the future.
Tutoring Training
The tutoring courses offer required training for
on-campus tutors, including those working in
the Learning Resources Center (LRC), Math,
EOP&S, and MESA. Tutorial services are expected to remain stable.
Writing Center
The need for student remediation in writing
skills will require an increase in Writing Center
hours, staffing, salaries.
There is also a need to keep all technologies
current, to increase the technological support
and to replace all hardware and software used in
the Center. Expansion of the space for tutorial
services and computerized tutoring is essential
and should be reflected in the plans for the new
Humanities building.

Industry and Technology Division
Administration of Justice
The Peace Officer Standards and Training
(POST) program will grow in response to the
need for continuing education and refresher
training for currently employed law enforcement personnel. POST reimburses the college
for expenses incurred. The program assistant
position for this program is very specialized and
should be increased to a full-time classified position The POST program currently uses a 2,000
square feet space for its operation. A more permanent home is needed.
The Administration of Justice department is in
need of dedicated lecture rooms to provide convenient storage of teaching props, visual aids,
specialized computer systems, and items that
require secure storage. The Reserve Police
Academy (now referred to as Level II and III
Modular Academy) needs a home. Local agencies have joined with the college to plan a Public Safety Training Center on property owned by
Exxon-Mobil. Funding will be needed to build
classroom facilities, space for emergency vehicle driver training, and a firing range. The POST
program could also be located at this new center.
Air Conditioning and Refrigeration
The program will experience steady growth in
the future. The environmental control of buildings will rely on new and more efficient technology requiring substantial training. Faculty
will continue to develop curriculum to match
industry demand. The staffing is adequate and
will rely on additional part-time faculty and
staff to support the program. An additional fulltime faculty member is projected in the 3-5 year
timeframe.
As the curriculum expands to cover new technology, additional space will be needed. Equipment upgrades will be ongoing. Proposals for
external funding will be relied upon in addition
to bond funds for instructional equipment. The
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program is projected to move into new or remodeled facilities in the future.
Architecture
The Architecture program is very stable with
steady growth projected. Curriculum will be revised to incorporate more computer-aided design into existing classes and two new courses
are planned. Part-time faculty will be hired to
teach additional sections.
Approximately ten additional computers are
needed to accommodate a full class of students.
Maintenance of the computers is the greatest
issue. A predictable source of funds is needed to
keep abreast with software and hardware requirements to adequately prepare students for
transfer or employment.
Automotive Collision Repair/Painting
The Automotive Collision Repair/Painting program is expected to remain stable in future years
and the current staffing level is adequate. The
skill set needed to perform collision repair and
refinishing is constantly changing and has produced a steady supply of students desiring to
upgrade their skills.
While the current facility is adequate, there is
one environmental concern that needs to be addressed. Sanding prep stations, either fixed or
portable, are needed to collect the dust created
when sanding plastic filler. The dust is an environmental hazard and irritant.
Automotive Technology Program
The Automotive Technology program is projected to experience steady growth. Projected
for the near future are the curricular additions of
diesel and heavy equipment.
Overall, the current facility lacks storage space,
stalls, and hoists to support the program. Due to
the heavy demand for classes in the evening,
there are times when three classes are in the
laboratory at the same time competing for space.
Additional office space is also needed for fac34

ulty. Four full-time faculty members currently
share one small office. The present lighting in
the building is seriously inadequate and in poor
condition. Bond and external funding will be
needed to obtain technologically current equipment that will enable students to gain experience on the equipment used in industry.
Computer Aided Drafting/Design (CADD)
It is anticipated that the CADD program will
grow to accommodate a wider audience as new
modalities of delivering instruction are brought
on-line. Under consideration are on-line
courses, an open lab environment, and open entry/exit programs. Curriculum revisions will be
needed for CATIA courses to reflect a major
shift that will occur in 2004. Additional considerations include more integration between
CADD and Machine Tool Technology programs. The strategy to accommodate projected
growth in the instructional program will be to
utilize adjunct faculty until the demand is sufficient to request a full-time faculty member.
Securing funding for software, maintenance
agreements, and technical computer support will
be essential.
Construction Technology
The program will experience steady growth. To
meet this growth, the program will need to expand and update its curriculum, course offerings
and staffing. A full-time technician is currently
needed to ensure a safe laboratory environment
and to better maintain equipment. Part-time faculty will be needed to staff additional sections.
An additional full-time faculty member is projected in the 5-7 year timeframe.
As the program grows, equipment and facilities
will also need to be updated. The construction
yard presently needs lighting to enable offering
residential construction courses in the evening.
Additionally, the shop building needs student
project storage space.
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Cosmetology
The student demand is sufficient to allow this
program to expand considerably if it had more
space and faculty. There is a need for an additional full-time faculty member and a permanent
part-time attendant. If allowed to grow beyond
the present program size, a fourth full-time faculty member would be needed in the 3-5 year
timeframe.
The primary priority for Cosmetology is additional space to meet the needs of the growing
program. The ideal configuration would be two
laboratories and one lecture room. Presently,
there is one laboratory and one combined lecture/laboratory room. This would facilitate efficient and parallel programs in the day and evening. Weekend classes could also be offered.

Fashion Design
The program would benefit by having two fulltime faculty members. The ratio of full-time to
part-time faculty is low and the two options in
the program require different skill sets.
Additionally, the current facility is in need of
modernization. Most of the furniture should be
replaced, lighting and sound are poor, and the
room needs improved accommodation for technology. The production equipment (sewing machines, etc.) has been upgraded recently and is
in good condition. The computer hardware and
software needs to be upgraded.

Culinary Arts
Culinary Arts courses are not being offered due
to the lack of a full-time instructor and limited
access to the campus cafeteria.

Fire and Emergency Technology
The Fire and Emergency Technology (FET)
program has three components: (1) on-campus
courses that lead to a certificate or degree, (2) a
state approved 400-hour Fire Academy program
leading to Firefighter I certification, and (3)
paramedic and affiliate programs that are unique
and treated as a separate unit.

Electronic and Computer Hardware
Technology
Enrollment in the Electronics and Computer
Hardware Technology program was declining.
There has been a recent resurgence with improved enrollment in the lower level courses
and several of the advanced level courses. Over
the next five years and beyond, the program is
projected to grow but will not require additional
staffing or space.

The demand for traditional fire and emergency
courses on campus is projected to grow at a
steady pace. The program currently offers four
academies per year. This could be increased to
five or six academies per year, as both the facilities and student demand are present. Modest
program growth can be accommodated by the
use of part-time personnel, more aggressive
growth will require the addition of a full-time
faculty member.

Unfortunately the space for the program is in
desperate need of repair. The lighting and
acoustics are substandard and the workstations
with built-in electronic equipment are over 40
years old. Modular workstations, furniture, and
equipment are needed so they can be used in
future facilities.

Facility and equipment issues are the greatest
concern. If the program is to remain at the training center in Inglewood, a structure will be
needed to protect the fire engines. Also, the environmental burn building is in need of repair.
The long-range goal is to relocate the center to a
site owned by Exxon/Mobil in Torrance. A Public Safety training center serving police and fire
is in the early stages of planning. A steady
source of income is needed to maintain and replace fire apparatus needed for the academy
program.

Environmental Technology
The program is not offered at this time.
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Fire and Emergency Technology –
Paramedic and Affiliate Training
The Paramedic and Affiliate programs are primarily under the FET discipline, but are unique
in structure and needs. Included in this unit are
the Paramedic program partnership with the Los
Angeles County Paramedic Training Institute,
the Pre-Paramedic program partnership with
UCLA, and in-service training partnerships with
eight local agencies. The faculty in these programs are employed and paid by their own
agencies. Partner agencies conduct ECC courses
on their campuses with their faculty. The program provides college credit to the students and
the partners share apportionment as specified in
the agreement with each agency.
Machine Tool Technology
Enrollment in the Machine Tool Technology
program was declining but has recently stabilized. The facility housing the program is well
equipped and has recently benefited from grants
and bond funds resulting in replacement of
much of the obsolete equipment. Keeping the
computers and software up-to-date is an ongoing concern. The Machine Tool Technology
computer labs in the Technical Arts building are
shared with the CADD program, and there is a
need for more technical support for these labs.

Nutrition and Foods
Nutrition and Foods is not a vocational program,
but a series of courses designed to meet the requirements for other majors, such as Early
Childhood Education. Courses are always well
enrolled and there is potential for growth. There
is a projected need to replace the full-time position that was lost through retirement.
Welding
Program staffing is adequate for the near term,
and part-time faculty will be hired to teach additional sections. An additional full-time faculty
member is projected in the 2010 timeframe.
Many of the current welding machines are outdated and difficult to repair. The replacement
process has been started with VTEA and bond
funding. Approximately 50% of the welding
machines should be replaced in the next five
years.

Manufacturing Technology
The program is better understood when viewed
as an umbrella major. Students may earn a degree or certificate by completing courses from a
variety of technical majors, such as Machine
Tool Technology, Electronics, CADD and
Welding. Three Manufacturing Technology
courses were recently revised to meet the needs
of industry for a path to certification. Part-time
faculty staff these courses.
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Learning Resources Unit
The Learning Resources Unit provides academic support services to College students, faculty, and staff, as well as to residents from the
surrounding communities. Its three areas – Library, Learning Resources Center, and Media
Services – currently house more than 500 computers and at least 8 unique file servers. The unit
is in need of a full-time technician to meet basic
hardware and software maintenance needs.

years. Many daily operations in the BSSC are
handled by casual and student help. However, a
full time Library Media Technician is needed to
coordinate staffing, faculty reporting, and a variety of technical support issues.

Learning Resources Center (LRC)
The LRC provides academic support services to
all El Camino College students through four
services. The demand for LRC services and resources is expected to continue to grow over the
next 10 years.

Tutorial Program
The LRC Tutorial program provides peer tutoring to students across the college. Tutoring is
currently offered for approximately 25 disciplines per semester. The demand is projected to
grow if tutoring via the Web is included as a
function of the program.

Learning Center
The Learning Center is the traditional heart of
the LRC. It houses the LRC Media Materials
Collection, the primary student-use non-text collection of the Library. The Learning Center also
serves as the central point of access and information for students and faculty for all LRC services and resources. Additional growth in demand will result from cutbacks at area California State Universities that will funnel more students with academic support needs to the College. The Learning Center is the administrative
hub for all areas of the Learning Resources department. Current staffing levels are insufficient
to meet current need, much less expected
growth.
There is also an expectation of extensive growth
in the use of digitized media that must be accessible via college networks and the Web.
Basic Skills Study Center (BSSC)
The Center provides individualized computer
assisted instruction in Reading, Math, and other
basic skills curricula. The demand for Basic
Skills instruction, both as part of stand-alone
credit courses and as supplemental instructional
support for other disciplines across the college,
is expected to continue growing over the next 10

Software needs to be upgraded regularly so students are able to effectively use the individualized interactive learning systems that are core to
teaching and learning in the BSSC.

Without the planned space additions to the Library, the program will be unable to meet future
demands.
Computer Labs
The LRC operates three open access computer
labs available to students in all College disciplines. Demand for LRC computer labs is expected to grow commensurate with the growth
of student enrollment and as a result of reduced
open access service hours in labs operated by
other divisions. LRC staff also oversees the operation of class-use and combined class-use
computer labs for Humanities, Fine Arts, Industry and Technology, and other divisions.
Learning Resources - Distance Education
The Distance Education program offers college
courses via television and computer. Currently
the program serves over 1,800 students with
50% of a faculty coordinator’s load and one
FTE staff person. Extensive growth is expected
in the program, as an online degree track program is in development. Currently, the El
Camino College website is the major communication medium for students and faculty. Support
staffing is inadequate for both course development and student help.
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The entire program is technology dependent and
new equipment is required to provide the level
of service required. Space and facilities will
need to be identified for these services.
Library
The Library is equipped to meet the needs of
faculty and students if currently vacant positions
can be filled. Today’s staffing provides minimal
coverage for basic library services. The present
budget does not allow for full-time coverage of
the public service areas for the full academic
year or an adequate book replacement plan.
Significant expansion in the breadth of resources and services is expected within the next
ten years. Some of these new services are dependent upon planned space additions during
this period.
Library Services are also provided by the Music
Library, a specialized facility located in the Fine
Arts building that serves primarily the faculty
and students in the performing arts disciplines.
It provides music scores, audio and DVD recordings, a print collection, listening stations,
and practice room/electronic music studio
checkouts. The demand for up-to date equipment will continue to be a challenge for this
specialized Library.
Media Services
The Media Services Department provides a variety of services to instructional programs and
institutional activities that support educational
technology at the College. These services include obtaining and circulating media materials
and audiovisual equipment as well as maintaining all media presentation, television program
production for the El Camino College cable
channel, videoconferencing, and satellite
downlink equipment. The transition from analog
to digital will require some retraining of staff
and the acquisition of new software and hardware. An Engineer/Technician may be needed
as production demands increase and cable channel operations are centralized.
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Mathematical Sciences Division
Computer Science
Student enrollment in the Computer Science department has receded slightly during the current
economic downturn but is projected to rebound.
As the economy recovers, the need for industry
professionals to pursue training in newly developed software languages and disciplines will
grow. To meet this anticipated growth, the department will require additional staff. A technical support position should be considered for
this department.
Growth and technological advances will require
frequent updating of computers and software,
periodic updating of the classrooms, and a dedicated file server (for the Mathematical Sciences
Division).
Engineering
The Engineering program presently offers one
to two sections each semester of the course Introduction to the Engineering Profession. Most
of the pre-transfer training of engineers is provided by courses in the disciplines of Mathematics, Natural Science, and Computer Science.
Mathematics
The Mathematics Department enrolls approximately 9,000 students each semester and accounts for 12% of the college’s FTES. Approximately 70% of FTES are in pre-transfer,
developmental mathematics courses with the
remainder in transfer-level courses. Currently,
there are about 250 sections from a curriculum
of 8 pre-transfer and 17 transfer-level courses.
The present proportion of full-time instruction
in mathematics should be increased. In addition
to the three full-time faculty hired for mathematics in 2004, an additional 12 full-time instructors will be needed to increase the number
of full-time instructors to 65%. A larger program will require additional office staff and tutorial support. computer technical services. The
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addition of a Director of Developmental
Mathematics should be considered.
Classroom and office computer infrastructure,
including instructor computers, will need periodic upgrading. There is a need for more computer technical support services to the department. As for facilities needs, the reassignment
of existing classrooms is recommended. Less
reliance on large lecture settings will increase
the need for more classrooms. Trends toward
use of active learning strategies in classrooms
may require reconfiguration and enlargement of
some classrooms and new furniture.
MESA (Mathematics, Engineering and
Science Achievement)
The MESA Program supports economically disadvantaged students pursuing bachelors degrees
in engineering, science and mathematics. MESA
is part of an inter-segmental pipeline with California’s public universities. With a growing
number of economically disadvantaged students
in the community and the continuing need for
American-trained engineers and health science
professionals, the number of students that could
benefit from MESA is likely to increase. A
MESA Director is required for the coordination
of MESA’s Academic Excellence Workshops,
the supervision of the MESA Center, and the
organization of pre-professional training, outreach, and leadership development activities.
The MESA Program is co-managed by the Dean
of Natural Sciences and the Dean of Mathematical Sciences.
Expansion of the MESA Program may require
additional space.

Natural Sciences Division
Astronomy
Enrollment in astronomy is strong and stable.
The number of class sections will need to expand if the college experiences a growth in student population. Currently, the academic program is adequately staffed. The planetarium
could be opened to the community on a regular
basis once a planetarium manager is hired.
Classes currently held in the planetarium will
need to move when the facility is reopened to
the public, thus creating a shortage of classrooms. Through the bond measure, the planetarium projector is scheduled for replacement;
however, there is a need for a digital projection
system and updated sound system to enhance
the output of the projector.
Biology
The department fulfills two roles for students –
providing general education options for nonmajors, and lower division courses for majors.
The non-major Biology enrollment is projected
to remain steady and even has the potential of
expansion as the student population increases.
The Biology program will be undergoing a revision in the pre-requisites that may initially impact enrollments for the next few years. Once in
place, the program is expected to expand to
meet the needs of growing demand for health
care professionals. Overall, the curriculum will
be fairly stable as it represents the lower division requirements for Biology majors and general education. The department was able to hire
an additional full time Biology instructor in fall
2004.
Life Sciences
Life Sciences courses provide the foundation in
Biological sciences required for entrance into
nursing and other health related occupations.
The demand for these courses is expected to increase commensurate with the increased demand for health care professionals. Another 3-5
sections could be filled each semester if both
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personnel and space were available. While the
department was able to hire two full time Anatomy instructors in fall 2004, the anticipated retirement of up to 6 full-time faculty members
within the next ten years will need to be addressed. Additionally, it is anticipated that there
will be a need to increase the number of faculty
and classified staff to fulfill the demand for
courses.
While creative scheduling could partially solve
the space problem and provide for 1 to 2 more
sections, the lack of personnel to teach the sections is problematic. The curriculum may need
to be revised to incorporate technological advances as the changes occur.
Chemistry
The demand for transfer-level Chemistry
courses as pre-requisites for biological and
physical science majors is increasing after a
drop in enrollment in early 2000. Projections
indicate that the demand for allied health related
courses will increase with the increased demand
for health care professionals to care for an aging
population. Introduction of supplemental instruction courses, pre-requisite monitoring and
counseling will be needed to accommodate the
increasingly diverse needs of the students. There
is a need to provide Chemistry courses for the
Teacher Education Program.
Growth in these areas will be limited without
additional facilities and personnel. The renovation of the Natural Sciences complex offers the
opportunity to utilize laboratories more efficiently, including the use of a centralized storeroom. Classrooms are being designed with technology and multimedia equipment to aid in instruction.
Earth Science
Enrollment in Earth Sciences, comprised of geology and oceanography, is relatively stable. As
most sections are currently filled to capacity, the
program will need to expand to accommodate
growth in the student population. Faculty will
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continue to expand the curriculum to increase
options for students. Courses developed for the
Teacher Education Program need to be marketed to increase their visibility and viability.
Upon completion of the renovation of the Natural Sciences complex, the facilities for Earth
Sciences should be adequate. The addition of a
computer lab in the area will allow faculty to
more easily incorporate technology into their
program. The faculty is interested in setting up a
touch screen computer kiosk in the department
to allow students to access real time data pertaining to weather, oceans and seismic activity.
Environmental Horticulture
Environmental horticulture is designed to prepare students to design, manage, and make recommendations on various landscape environments, and to serve as plant propagators, pest
managers, and agriculture inspectors. The curriculum will need to be revised to adapt to the
newly renovated facilities. As the program
grows and utilizes the new facilities, a classified
technician will be needed to accompany the one
full-time faculty position.
As a result of the current facility renovation, the
program will have a greenhouse providing students with a real world environment to study. A
potting shed, located adjacent to the greenhouse,
remains as a facility need for this program. It is
referenced in the current plans with a notation to
be built at a later date.
Geography
Geography is relatively stable and the current
sections are filled to capacity. The program will
need to expand to accommodate the projected
growth in the student population.
The Geography department is adequately
housed in the Earth Sciences facilities. The addition of a computer lab in the area will allow
faculty to incorporate technology in the classroom.
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Physics
Physics is relatively stable and has room to
grow. The curriculum may be modified to include more computer-based activities in the future. The program has written curriculum to
support the Teacher Education Program. As the
demand for K-6 teachers increases, more stu-

dents will need a basic understanding of the
physical world. No significant expansion of
sections is anticipated in the immediate future;
however, if the projections of the Chancellor’s
office are correct, the Physics sections will need
to expand to fill the needs of science and engineering majors.

SUPPORT SERVICES

line application software to California Community Colleges) and follow-up communication
with students in areas such as the assignment of
registration appointment days and times. Hard
copy applications involve the data entry of applications including coding and residency determination. It is anticipated that
this function will both grow and change in coming years.

Admissions and Records (A&R) Division
A&R is a multifaceted operation that is comprised of several different units, all of which
provide separate and unique functions within the
department. These units are profiled as follows:
Admissions
Admissions accepts applications on-line and via
hard copy. The on-line function requires the
download and upload of applications from
CCC-Apply (a contracted company offering on-

Applications should shift from predominantly
in-person processing to web based processing.
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A dedicated space for applying on-line and for
registering will be required in the future.
Concurrent Enrollment
El Camino College has a high number of K-12
students in attendance every semester. It is anticipated that this function will grow as the local
population increases and as more students are
home schooled or enrolled in charter schools,
both of which use El Camino for part of their
coursework. The concurrent enrollment process
includes multiple steps to process the required
paperwork. The office maintains records of all
K-12 documents. Accountability for the reporting of high school students continues to demand
more record keeping and documentation than
can be handled by a single staff member. An
additional employee is necessary in the near future.
A dedicated workspace should be assigned to
this unit providing two workstations with appropriate furniture and equipment to accommodate students and parents.
Evaluations
The Evaluations staff is responsible for the
analysis of all graduation petitions for degree
and certificates. This includes the assessment of
all academic courses completed at ECC,
coursework transferred from other educational
institutions, military credit, and AP credit. The
Evaluations Office is also responsible for
IGETC/CSU certification, probation/dismissal
and general petition processing. The work requires extensive knowledge of degree and certificate patterns as well as transfer requirements.
The evaluators work closely with counselors
and students who are intended graduates. Currently, only two full-time Student Services Specialists handle all petitions for graduation and
certificates. A third evaluator position has been
vacant for 2.5 years but is scheduled to be filled
in 2004.
Technology must be enhanced and made more
readily available to automate degree audits for
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the benefit of students, evaluators, and counselors. Technological upgrades and appropriate
staffing levels should create a highly effective,
student service oriented environment and an increase in graduation rates. The evaluations unit
will continue to need a dedicated area in Admissions that will also provide secure student access.
Grade Checks and Rosters
This unit of A&R receives grades and supporting documents from faculty and reviews documents for completeness and accuracy. Roster
review is another function of the unit. One fulltime Student Services Technician and one parttime Senior Clerical Assistant perform the grade
check and roster preparation functions for over
2000 sections each semester. It is hoped that by
2005 the faculty will be entering grades on-line,
which should reduce the grade check preparation workload. If the faculty were to take ownership of entering their “no show”, “active enrollments”, and grades on the web portal, preparing their own rosters, and verifying their own
data, this unit could be eliminated, which would
result in a cost savings.
International Student Program (ISP)
The ISP offers full support of the F-1 visa population that includes marketing, recruitment, admissions, registration, orientation, immigration
advisement, academic counseling, housing assistance, and medical insurance support. The
ISP assists students through the completion of
their academic goal, including graduation and
transfer and/or acquiring a work permit (optional practical training). Growth is expected to
continue in the Program, which will necessitate
additional staff to provide service to this population.
This program is currently located in the center
of A&R which requires students to enter staff
work areas to access the support that they need.
This creates concerns for confidentiality of records and security. The program needs a dedicated space that minimizes these concerns and
that can accommodate growth
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Records Office
The Records Office staff is responsible for
processing all requests for official and unofficial
transcripts; grade change petitions; certifications; credit-by exam; academic renewal; assisting the Transfer Center; and Social Security
Number changes and reports. The unit also does
the electronic imaging documents, handles bank
deposits and provides window and telephone
customer service. In the future, technology innovations and uses by the Records unit should
result in fewer staff as many of the current functions will be automated. Moreover, the need
relative to personnel will turn to revamping current job classifications because of the skills
needed to effectively use new technology.
Registration
Registration staff facilitates the formal enrollment of students via telephone, web, and inperson during registration and add periods. This
involves providing support for students on a
registration help line, handling prerequisite and
overload overrides, monitoring repeats reviewing transcripts from other colleges, assisting
students who are having problems accessing the
web, researching fee challenges, and handling
registration petitions. This unit also works with
faculty on forecasting of grades. Over the next
ten years, this unit must deal with technological
changes that will automate much of what is
handled manually today. Staffing levels and
skill upgrades will be affected accordingly.
Verifications
The Verifications unit receives requests from
prospective employers, insurance companies,
scholarship organizations and other sources to
verify student dates of attendance, graduation
dates, and occasionally grades. This function
includes in-person and telephone customer service to current and former students and to the
many individuals, agencies, institutions, and
businesses requesting particular and/or specialized information kept in the files of the college.
The Verifications function was enhanced in
June of 2004 when the College signed an

agreement with the National Student Clearinghouse to provide on-line support to individuals
who request verification information from El
Camino College. It is anticipated that this function will grow in the future.
Veterans Affairs
The Veterans Affairs staff works with veterans
and dependents in the admissions, advisement,
and the certification processes. This unit provides information to veterans, reviews paperwork prior to submission to the Veterans Administration, advises veterans on testing and assessment, and provides guidance through counseling support. The unit also reviews student
schedules to ensure that the enrollment process
and courses are VA approved. Because of the
recent increase in military operations in the
world, it is anticipated that there will be an increase in the number of veterans attending the
College, which will place greater demands for
service on the staff.
Bookstore Division
The Bookstore and Ancillary Services are income generating. A Director and Assistant Director currently manage the Bookstore. The
Bookstore receives 500,000 pounds and 700,000
units of merchandise annually, and serves
40,000 customers during the months of February and September. The Convenience Stores,
operating under the direction of the Bookstore
manager, have enjoyed a great deal of success.
A proposed Internet textbook requisition system
for faculty is anticipated in the near future. This
will impact the textbook purchasing department,
clerical staff and shipping/receiving. New computer networking and additional staff to process
orders will be critical to fully support this effort.
There is a need to fill two vacant positions and,
in light of the new requisitioning system, additional support staff will be needed to accommodate the increased workload.
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Community Advancement Division
Business Training Center (BTC)
The BTC, created in the last two years as a OneStop Shop for economic development programs
and services to the business community, is located off campus in the City of Hawthorne. The
Center is comprised of four separate Chancellor’s Office funded grants. These grant-funded
programs provide training, consulting, and
workshops to businesses and their employees.
Currently, the BTC programs have been experiencing considerable revenue growth and all expectations are that this trend will continue at a
rate of about 20% each year. This growth will
require additional temporary full-time employees and contractors to provide training and consulting.
Center for Applied Competitive
Technology (CACT)
The CACT provides manufacturing and related
training, consulting, and technical assistance to
manufacturing companies and their employees
with the goal of assisting companies to be more
competitive and to keep and create jobs in California. The most common training modules offered include Lean Manufacturing and Quality
Improvement Processes. These are delivered at
the client company’s site. Based on future plans,
the CACT program will rapidly expand the
amount of training offered at companies and the
number of employees trained. Recent projections target an increase in the range of 20% to
30% on an annual basis.
Center for International Trade Development
(CITD)
The CITD provides a full range of trade assistance services to companies and individuals in
Los Angeles County and the surrounding areas.
Working collaboratively with many regional
economic and trade assistance partners, CITD
services include customized export-import
counseling, training covering all aspects of international trade, market research and planning,
assistance in finding and entering new markets
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and locating potential overseas buyers and distributors. Growth for the future has been forecasted to occur at 10% on an annual basis. The
CITD also hosts the California – Mexico Trade
Assistance Center (CMTAC). The CMTAC
program works with businesses and government
officials to develop new trade opportunities between Californian and Mexican businesses. The
program is projected to remain stable.
Inglewood Center
The Inglewood Center offers free public access
to computer technology, for-credit basic skills
classes (i.e. Math, English, and computers),
drop-in academic and vocational counseling,
financial aid assistance, not-for-credit free basic
computer and internet classes in partnership
with the City of Inglewood Parks and Recreation Department, as well as a modest after
school tutoring partnership with Building
Achieving Minds, Inc. Beginning in 2005, the
Center will expand its services to include online English/math assessment, additional drop-in
counseling hours, and supplemental instructional. Commensurate with this growth will be a
need for additional staff and an increase in
physical space. The current facility will most
likely be at its maximum capacity by December
2005.
Small Business Development Center (SBDC)
The Small Business Development Center at the
BTC and the SBDC’s satellite locations provide
a variety of economic development services to
the small business community throughout
Southwest Los Angeles County. SBDC services
include how-to workshops (i.e. how to create a
marketing or business plan, or to use Quick
Books software), individualized business consulting, and partnerships with banks that provide
micro-loans to businesses. Based on current
trends, the SBDC is projected to expand from its
current base at a rate of 10% annually. Operational and temporary staff requirements will be
affected accordingly.
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Workplace Learning Resource Center
(WpLRC)
The Workplace Learning Resource Center offers targeted job skills training and retraining to
assist businesses and individuals in their efforts
to remain competitive in the global marketplace.
Funded under the Chancellor’s Office Workforce and Economic Development program, the
WpLRC provides job skills training and professional development for area nurses at local hospitals, Coast Guard employees, prisoners at
Terminal Island, and computer training for unemployed workers. Growth in the program is
forecast to range between 20% and 30% on an
annual basis relative to new and expanded services. A modest increase for temporary staffing
is projected to meet the program expansion.
Workforce and Community Education
Although it is a part of the Community Advancement Division, the Workforce and Community Education department has remained on
campus as most of its programs and services are
closely tied to the campus community. Departmental projections predict moderate growth
through the beginning of the next decade. Components of this program include Community
Education, the El Camino Language Academy
(ECLA), Foster and Kinship Care Education,
Career Placement Services, VTEA and Tech
Prep grant administration, and the coordination
of credit courses at local Workforce Investment
Board One-Stops centers. With the exceptions
of Foster and Kinship Care Education (maintaining) and One-Stops (projected to decline),
the other components of Workforce and Community Education are projected to expand and
add new services over the next ten years.

Counseling and Student Services Division
Articulation
The Articulation Office is responsible for disseminating accurate articulation data that informs counselors, faculty, staff, and students.
Currently, the office is staffed with a part-time
adjunct counselor and one work-study student
employed for clerical support. Future needs of
the office include a full-time articulation officer
with one full-time classified clerical support
staff person.
Extremely small offices require two and three
staff members to share space originally designed
for one person. Work space and storage space
are limited and inefficient.
Career Center
The Career Center offers opportunities for extensive exploration and evaluation of interests,
aptitudes, skills, and personality characteristics
related to the selection of one’s major and career, pre-professional planning, and job success.
Career counseling appointments, drop-in quick
questions, career assessments, career tours, and
major/career related workshops are available for
students and alumni. The Center also contains
resources such as career related literature –
some in alternative formats, computerized career information systems, and access to career
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information oriented websites. There is currently a need for a permanent, full-time designated Career Counselor, the re-establishment of
the part-time (50%) Career Center Coordinator,
and the increase of the clerical assistant from
halftime to full-time. In the future, new services
will be offered and there will be a significant
change in the delivery of those services.
The Career Center shares space with the Transfer Center. This creates logistical problems for
program planning, noise issues, and an overcrowded condition. Separate space for these two
centers should be planned in the new Student
Services Center to be funded out of bond
money.
Counseling
Counseling supports both the student service
and academic missions of the college. Approximately 50% of the counseling positions are
designated to support the various special populations. The projected trends support the continuation of serving the College’s special populations, i.e. CalWORKS, Extended Opportunities Programs and Services (EOP&S), Special
Resource Center (SRC), Financial Aid, Teacher
Education Program (TEP), First Year Experience (FYE), Athletics, Puente, Project Success
and the International Student Program. Counseling is inadequately staffed in the number of fulltime counseling faculty. Presently there are 17.5
faculty positions and the faculty to student ratio
for 2005 is expected to be 1:1,743. The areas
that are expected to be impacted the most, as a
result of this shortfall, are general counseling
appointments, drop-in counseling hours, evening hours, classroom visits, orientations, and
on-line counseling. The loss of classified support positions in the last two years is also of
great concern. The Appointment Center, in particular, needs more support staff for the scheduling of appointments, data entry into the computerized appointment system (SARS), and basic
front-counter work such as the constant fielding
of students’ questions and handling phone calls.
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The hiring of additional counselors and support
staff remains a high priority.
The increased use of technology (e.g., collection
of matriculation data, degree audit, etc.) by
counselors and staff within the Division requires
additional technological support. A user support
technician should be assigned to the Student
Services Center. The Counseling Department
also suffers from a lack of space. There is a
need for more confidential and conference meeting space and a better arrangement of offices
and student areas. The existing layout is inefficient.
EOP&S/CalWORKS/CARE
The merger of EOP&S/CalWORKs/CARE into
a co-located department has created a significant
and positive change in the delivery of services
for economically disadvantaged students involved with these programs. All three programs
are projecting a need to increase the amount of
counseling, case management, outreach, and
technical activities, all of which will require additional staff.
Current space will not accommodate additional
staff. As these programs continue to grow more
space will be required. This needs to be considered when planning the new Student Services
Center.
Project Success
Project Success is a recruitment and retention
program targeting primarily but not exclusively,
African American at-risk students. The mission
of Project Success is to aid in the successful
transition of these students from high school to
El Camino College and on to a university. Projected trends indicate that there will be an increase in the number of students starting their
post secondary education at community colleges
because of the increased competition for university admissions and the reduction of remedial
courses offered at universities. This will disproportionately affect African American students.
Over 70% of students who start at the college
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must start at the remedial Math level. This percentage is even higher for African American
and Hispanic students. For that reason the Project Success coordinator should work with the
Supplemental Instruction program to provide
math coaches for the Project Success students
who need remedial assistance. Project Success
is predicting moderate growth over the next 5
years and is in need of clerical support. An increase in Project Success coordination time to
75% by 2005 and 100% by 2010 will be needed
to serve the increased student needs. There is
also a need to reinstate the student worker and
clerical support positions.
Puente Program
Annually the Puente Program enrolls 35 – 40
new students while continuing to work with at
least 125 returning students who have not yet
transferred to a university. In addition to the
counseling, mentoring, and assistance with writing assignments that all Puente students get, the
continuing students also need counseling services, assistance with applications for university
admissions, letters of recommendations and additional support. The program actually turns
away more than 30 students each fall due to
classroom and student workload restraints and
resources. Program staff collaborates with the
FYE and Learning Communities programs to
maximize academic and student support services. There is a need to provide additional assistance to students with academic and personal
challenges. The Puente program coordinator
should consider working with the Supplemental
Instruction program to provide math coaches to
the Puente students who need remedial assistance. There is a need to reinstate the student
worker and clerical support positions.

Student Enhancement Program (SEP)
SEP targets at-risk students who have a grade
point average below a 2.0 or who have not successfully completed more than 50 percent of
their courses when taking 12-units or more.
These students are considered to be under probationary status and are subject to dismissal.
SEP workshops teach students skills in time
management, decision-making techniques, goal
setting, ideal learning methods, and major/career development activities. One Student
Services Advisor currently staffs the program.
There is a need for additional clerical support
and a part-time counselor assigned to the program.
Transfer Center
The Transfer Center assists students in making
transfer decisions by providing college and university information, catalogues, tours of university campuses, and by bringing university admissions representatives to ECC. In addition
Transfer Fairs are held regularly. The Center’s
staff also assists students with the application
process. There is a full-time Director, a counselor on reassigned time, who also assists with
the Honors Transfer Program. The Center hopes
to expand and add new services with increased
staff that would target under-represented students (including students with disabilities) in
their efforts to transfer.
The Transfer Center currently shares space with
the Career Center. A future goal of the Center is
to have a separate space that is visible, identifiable, and accessible to students – a facility that
would both attract students and increase transfer
awareness among students.
Enrollment Services Division

The Puente Program facilities needs include
space for private counseling sessions and a
common area for students to gather. Volunteers
and student workers also need a dedicated space
to complete their tasks.

Assessment/Testing Office
Placement of students into courses by assessment will continue to be an important part of the
matriculation process. Testing staff administers
placement tests and assigns students into appropriate levels of instruction. Expansion of ser-
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vices to high school students, including early
placement testing, is also expected to expand.
As on-line testing becomes the standard for
placement tests and technology proves increasingly more cost-effective and efficient, there
will be a need to add a Testing Computer Specialist position.
The ESL testing will need more physical space
as a result of future growth, particularly to facilitate assessment and placement. Desks should
be provided for a receptionist, secretary, and
ESL Coordinator. There should be 15-20
soundproof booths, each equipped with telephones and computers for electronic testing.
Financial Aid
The Financial Aid Department has developed
three objectives for its internal operations: 1)
improve the dissemination of consumer information; 2) streamline the application/delivery
processes for early eligible students; and 3) hire
and train more technical support staff to assist
with the transition from a paper-driven to a paperless environment. The Financial Aid Office
anticipates significant growth in the number of
students who will avail themselves of the numerous federal and state student financial aid
programs. This will necessitate growth in the
number of staff needed to ensure both service to
students and compliance with all relevant federal and state rules and regulations.
Increasing use of technology will place demands
on staff to keep pace with the effective use,
maintenance, and support of the technology
hardware and software in the field. As the operation grows and more staff are hired, more
space will be needed. The new Student Services
Center should accommodate these needs.
Outreach and School Relations
The Outreach and School Relations Department
coordinates outreach activities with local high
schools and middle schools, and works closely
with high school administrators and ECC academic deans to provide college courses on high
school campuses. The Director coordinates the
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logistics of the program that places El Camino
College part-time counselors in the high
schools. Additional responsibilities include providing staffing for the Information Desk, assisting with orientations for matriculation, and
scheduling and coordinating the on-line testing
of high school seniors at their high schools. This
department lacks adequate clerical support, and
if the College is to maintain its current level of
service and grow to meet the expanding high
school student population, additional staff will
be required.
Student Development
This component of Enrollment Services supports the various on-campus student organizations (Associated Students Organization - ASO,
Clubs, Inter-Club Council) with various services
as well as provides opportunities for leadership
and personal development, all of which are
geared towards enriching the experience of the
student at ECC. The program also provides
leadership opportunities and training and development for participants in the multiple campus
organizations. The Student Development Office
coordinates all activities and programs for the
Student Activities Center. As a result of budgetary constraints, this program is projected to contract its scope of services over the next five
years. With the projected influx of new student
enrollments, however, the services and programs of this department are forecasted to expand over the next ten-year period.
The Student Activities Center is scheduled for
remodeling as bond projects are implemented.
Facilities Planning and Services Division
The Facilities Planning and Services Division is
comprised of Grounds, Operations, Shipping
and Receiving, Maintenance, and Construction.
Scenarios for growth or expansion for the future
indicate a stable trend for the Grounds, Operations, and Shipping and Receiving units of the
division. The greatest growth and need will be
in Construction and Maintenance, as new facilities are constructed via the ECC building pro-
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gram over the next 16 years. In addition to the
construction aspect itself, these newer buildings
will incorporate complex internal infrastructure
and systems that will require a higher level of
maintenance skills and knowledge. A profile of
the various components that comprise the Facilities Planning and Services Division follows.
Construction
This unit is responsible for the management and
coordination of all new construction on campus.
This includes construction management, project
management, construction coordination, and
construction documentation. The staff that supports Facilities Maintenance is essentially the
same as that which supports the Facilities Construction operation, therefore, staff needs for the
future will be identical. The Measure E Bond
will create a substantial impact on this unit.
Grounds
Primary functions of the Grounds Department
include the cleaning and removal of exterior
trash from the campus, grounds maintenance,
recycling of green waste, and removal of hazardous waste. Current staffing includes 12
Groundskeepers. Future staffing needs through
2010 will include replacing 2 current vacant positions and adding 2 positions to comply with
the AB 75 recycling requirement by the State of
California. Overall, the department is projected
to maintain an operations pace that is similar to
that which currently exists.
Maintenance
The Facilities Maintenance department is engaged in the health and maintenance of critical
campus-wide infrastructure, including HVAC
systems, electrical, carpentry, painting, automotive, welding, and construction support. This
department also handles technical building
maintenance, requiring skill trade level repair/maintenance. It further extends to the maintenance and repair of sophisticated electronic
and computer controlled systems including
those for fire, lighting, and building automation.
In addition to future staffing needs, which are

projected to increase by seven classified staff by
the year 2010, the emphasis will be on skills upgrade to manage and control the systems that
will drive new construction at the college.
Operations
The Operations Department is responsible for
the interior condition and cleaning of all buildings on campus. Additionally, this unit provides
support for event set-up and on-campus public
events, including facility rental services. Presently, Operations has 50 full-time custodians
and utility workers. Future needs and priorities
will be to restore the workforce to a full complement of custodial/ utility workers and add 5
new positions by 2010.
Shipping and Receiving
Shipping and Receiving is charged with the receipt and out flow of goods, supplies, materials,
and equipment for the college. This department
is also charged with fixed-asset tracking and the
college asset audit. The volume of shipping and
receiving is projected to increase as a result of
the college’s extensive building program over
the next 16 years. Projections for the future include the need for one full-time Driver, one fulltime Senior Purchasing Assistant, and one fulltime Stock Clerk. By year 2010, an additional
full-time stock Clerk will be required to accommodate the volume of increased equipment/furnishing traffic brought about by new
construction and the bond implementation program.
Fiscal Services Division
Fiscal Services includes, among others, the key
positions of Business Manager, Director of Accounting, and Fiscal Analyst. Fiscal Services is
responsible for the FTES calculations and filing
of all final reports to the Chancellor’s Office. It
also has three units that relate to the management and oversight of the College’s finances.
Accounting
The Accounting unit is responsible for all of the
District’s financial transactions documentation.
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It is anticipated this activity will remain at a
similar level of service through the year 2010.
Technology and automation will be key elements relative to this unit’s future growth needs.

sified, managerial, and temporary staff needs.
These staffing needs include the addition of 3
full-time classified positions and one new supervisory position - HR Specialist/Analyst.

Cashiering/Cash Management
The Cashiering/Cash Management component
of Fiscal Services is responsible for the intake,
tracking, and accounting of College monies. Cashiering/Cash Management includes both fulltime and part-time employees. Permanent employees are assigned to the operations of accounts receivable, student/auxiliary/trust accounting and financial aid disbursements. Temporary employees support such activities as the
collection of student fees. As the campus remodeling accelerates, it is expected that the cashiering operations will move to the new Student Services Center to be in the same area with
student-related functions.

Reallocation of office space, equipment, and
furnishing upgrades will also need to be addressed for the future.

Payroll
The responsibilities of the Payroll staff include
all functions related to the payment of employees and student workers, benefits, and employment verification functions. It is anticipated this
activity will remain at relatively the same level
of service over the next several years.
Human Resources Division (HR)
Human Resources
The HR staff provides administrative and technical support in the areas of collective bargaining, agreement and Board policy compliance,
employment processes, employee benefits, facilitating positive employee and labor relations,
HR information system processing and management, and customer service. The department’s goal for the future will be to continue to
provide leadership and direction through strong
customer service orientation, developing and
implementing centralized systems, programs
and processes and other organizational resources designed to enhance performance, service, and efficiency. Additional staff will be
needed to accommodate projected faculty, clas50

Safety and Health
The department supervises the District’s risk
management programs, which includes health,
safety training, loss prevention, and worker’s
compensation. These programs enhance safety
awareness and reduce the increasing costs of
workers’ compensation. The staff is responsible
for the District’s Risk Management Improvement Plans and Procedures, student insurance,
and the District’s Rideshare Program, as mandated by the Air Quality Management District.
Within the next 5 years, there will be one student position added for special project work.
The acquisition of one additional staff position
for the purpose of conducting ongoing safety
inspections is anticipated by 2010. Existing office space for Safety and Health is sufficient
even with the addition of an additional staff position.
Staff Development
Staff Development offers technology and professional development programs for all college
employees. Staff Development coordinates Flex
Day activities, new employee orientations, and
department-level programs, maintains and
tracks Flex records for faculty, and oversees the
Innovation Center. For the future, it is anticipated that the demand for technology training of
faculty and staff will continue to increase as
more faculty incorporate various levels of technology into the classroom and staff are called
upon to use technology to increase job effectiveness and efficiency. The pending retirement
of the Director will create a vacancy that should
be filled if this function is to continue. Other
staffing needs are expected to grow by two additional part-time positions in the near future.
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plications. The bond construction projects over
the next 15 years will require the expansion of
the network (data, video and audio) infrastructure. Additionally, a review of current annual
Centrex phone expenditures, which have continued to increase, shows there will be a need to
consider replacing Centrex with an in-house
system. The annual reduction in telephone cost
is projected to cover the cost of adding an additional full-time employee to support an in-house
system.

Information Technology Services Division
(ITS)
ITS is comprised of four components that support the transfer and use of information: Applications Development, Network Services, Technical Services and User Support.
Applications Development
The Application Development team is responsible for supporting and maintaining Colleague
and other external vendor applications; development of new applications; and the creation,
maintenance, and support of web applications.
Over the next five years, the current staffing
levels will only be able to support the functions
of maintenance and mandated projects. Routine
day-to-day, ad hoc and maintenance requests
have overloaded a reduced staff. If not addressed for the longer term, the bulk of this
unit’s work task will be limited to the upgrading
of obsolete systems, meeting new requirements
and addressing the mounting backlog that exists
and is expanding.
Network Services
The Network Services unit is responsible for
installing and maintaining the voice and data
campus infrastructure, plus all of the equipment
necessary to support end users. Additionally, the
unit maintains the District’s mainframe and the
administrative server that supports multiple ap-

Technical Services
Technical Services operates the District’s computer support call center/help desk. The staff
configures, maintains, and supports personal
computers including peripherals, servers, and
audio-visual equipment. This unit is responsible
for providing comprehensive technical assistance and software (non-application) support to
all campus users. The staff process District personal computers, peripherals, hardware security,
application standardization, and equipment disposal. The District has committed to significantly expanding computer laboratory facilities
available to students. This expansion will require additional computer laboratory specialists.
The Chancellor’s Office TCO (Total Cost of
Ownership) guidelines should be used to determine the staffing levels required. Technical Services workload has now reached the point where
consolidating the academic servers, where feasible, must be given a high level of consideration. This consolidation will obviously have a
major impact on employee assignments. The
current situation results in improperly maintained hardware, outdated software, and excessive financial expenditures.
User Support
The User Support unit provides support to endusers. This unit has the primary responsibility
for creating and distributing information in various formats and media to both internal and external users. It is also responsible for maintaining and operating the equipment required to
support the activities of the ITS department and
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performs functions necessary for insuring the
availability of Colleague, web functions, and
transactions. While the applications supported
by the user support technicians will continue to
multiply, the current efforts to use technology to
reduce the manual steps required for supporting
applications should allow this unit to keep staffing the same level over the next 10 years once
existing vacancies are filled. An expenditure
commitment will be needed to insure that staff
continues to increase the technology skill sets
required to support new technology.
Police Department
Campus Police consists of five different units:
Patrol Services, Police Dispatch, Live Scan,
Parking, and Cadet Services. A brief profile and
overview for the future are provided below.
Cadet Services
Cadet Services will be in greater demand as the
student and staff population increases. Equipment and equipment maintenance will be required for parking enforcement, escort services,
battery jumps, vehicle lockouts, and similar
calls for assistance. Full-time supervisory positions may become necessary in order to plan,
coordinate, and meet the growing demand from
the on-campus instructional divisions and the
student service departments who request police
cadets to facilitate their special events, seminars,
service club meetings, and conferences.
LiveScan
LiveScan fingerprinting services have been expanding since their inception as a public and
District service. LiveScan utilizes one fingerprinting machine and employs a half-time employee and six part-time employees to staff a
36-hour per week schedule.
Parking Services
Campus Police recommends adding two permanent part-time positions. This would provide
both continuity and stability to the operation
both during and in-between semesters.
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Police Patrol Services
Police Patrol Services will need to expand be
commensurate with the projected growth in student population and increased use of the College’s facilities (e.g., expansion of programs to
weekends, greater utilization of facilities by the
community). The anticipated increase in the
number of calls for service will necessitate some
specialization (e.g., detective, court liaison,
C.O.P.S. officer, and a traffic investigator)
within the patrol personnel and a general increase in the number of sworn officers. In the 610 year range, it is likely that a records manager, additional patrol sergeants, and a police
lieutenant or captain will be needed.
Additionally, there will be a need for office
equipment, general patrol equipment, specific
professional safety equipment, and maintenance/repair for these support amenities. As the
District enters into the construction phase of
bond implementation, new traffic patterns, parking facilities, buildings, and security systems
will emerge and additional technology advancements will be necessary to slow the increasing need for staff to handle labor-intensive
security activities.
Police Dispatch
Police Dispatch services will require the addition of personnel to handle the increased calls
for service. Technological changes will impact
the diversification of the dispatch position. It is
anticipated that during certain working dates
and times, the calls for service will justify two
dispatchers, i.e. peak district business hours and
during special events on district grounds. Increased use of video monitoring devices, building key access systems, automated fire reporting
systems, cell phone 911 reporting, and crime
mapping are a few of the known hardware and
software programs that will be needed. Video
surveillance is expected to more than double its
current usage on district grounds. Additionally,
calls for medical assistance will require extensive training and dedicated personnel for emergency medical dispatching in the future. The
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increase in police reports, accompanying court
paperwork, and records management will require this function to become its own distinct
specialization within the dispatch assignment.
Public Relations and Marketing Division
The Public Relations and Marketing Division
comprises three units – Public Relations and
Marketing, the Copy Center, and the Print Shop.
The Public Relations and Marketing functions
are expected to meet the College’s need for increased governmental and community relations,
web usage, marketing, and promotional materials. The Copy Center and Public Relations and
Marketing will expand in scope based upon new
software and technologies. The Print Shop is
expected to contract with the increase in new
technologies.
Purchasing and Business Services Division
The Purchasing and Business Services Division
includes the functions of purchasing, accounts
payable, contract management, insurance, joint
powers agreements, and claims management.
Purchasing
Purchasing oversees the processing of over
5,000 purchase orders valued at approximately
$20-$25 million annually. The large dollar value
of the bond activities will require more competitive bidding, quotes, proposals, and public
works bid processing. Within the next five to
ten year period, computer equipment and peripherals will need to be upgraded to meet processing requirements. Facilities are sufficient to
accommodate the current staff.
Accounts Payable
The workload of the Accounts Payable department is projected to be impacted as the College
moves further into the implementation phase of
the bond program. The unit is likely to have
multiple construction and public works projects
occurring simultaneously, all of which will require an efficient payment processing system. A

Lead Accounting Assistant II may need to be
added to coordinate the processing activity.
Contract Management
The Purchasing Director oversees contract review and execution, board agenda preparation,
and processing relative to all agreements entered
into by the District and outside parties (approximately 300 per year valued at $6 million).
More specifically, the Director develops, reviews, manages, renews, and amends claims,
and interfaces with legal counsel and provides
litigation support to all contracts.
Insurance, Joint Powers Agreements,
Claims Management
The Purchasing Director also manages proposal
development, annual insurance policy renewals,
response to Joint Power Authority (JPA) surveys, participation on JPA Boards, management
of property and liability claims filed against the
District, liaison with third-party administrator
and various legal counsels for litigation matters.
All of these components are critical to the overall operation of the College. Staffing currently
includes a Director and an Administrative Assistant.
Research and Planning Division
The research function has diminished over the
past couple of years. Staffing has gone from one
Director, two full-time research analysts, and
one part-time paraprofessional to only the one
part-time employee. The planning function has
been assumed by the Vice President of Student
and Community Advancement and an administrator on special assignment. Currently the College is evaluating the reformation of those functions under the management of a Director of Research and Planning. The Director would be responsible for planning, coordination, and implementation of institutional effectiveness projects. Planning and research analysts will need
to be hired to assist the Director.
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efforts, a grant writer should be hired to assist
with proposal preparation.

Resource Development Division
Foundation
Because of the vacancy in the Executive Director position and limited staffing in other areas,
the Foundation currently concentrates its efforts
on annual and alumni giving, with a limited focus on major gifts and planned giving. The Executive Director position is essential to the expansion of the Foundation’s scope of work. Depending on the College’s needs, future efforts
could be directed toward any or all of the following: major gifts, planned giving, corporate
relations and/or a capital campaign. Adding any
of these new components will eventually require
additional staffing as the units grow. On the development side, additional staffing could translate to full-time major gifts and planned giving
officers and a full or part-time event/alumni coordinator. On the business side, additional staffing would include hiring a full-time data entry/accounting technician, and an administrative
assistant. Office space will also be a concern in
the future.
Grants Development and Management
The Grants Development and Management Department provides coordination and oversight
for all grant applications submitted by College
faculty and staff and all grant-funded projects
awarded to the College. The Office functions
include providing information on funding opportunities; proposal/budget development assistance; proposal review, sign-off, and transmission; grant negotiation and acceptance; grant
start-up; post-award management and grant
close-out assistance; training in grant seeking,
proposal writing, and project management; and
special projects. Based on current financial
trends, it is not unreasonable to expect that in
the near future, grants may be the primary
source of funds for innovation, experimentation,
adaptation of best practices, and organizational
change and improvement. Based on this assumption, the volume of work handled by the
staff will increase in the future. Depending on
the College’s desire to expand grant-seeking
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Title-V Project
This federally funded 5-year project was established to assist the college in meeting the needs
of its diverse student population. The Title-V
Project consists of two components: 1) the First
Year Experience Program (FYE) and 2) Community Action for Student Achievement
(CASA).
First Year Experience (FYE) / Learning
Communities
The FYE program and Learning Communities
are designed to promote first year students’ success and retention and to provide a sense of
community. The FYE program provides a seamless flow of instructional/student support services and activities for first year ECC students.
FYE activities include Learning Community
cohorts, interdisciplinary linked courses, supplemental instruction (SI), intensive college orientations, Freshmen Interest Groups (FIGs),
service learning, community and high school
partnerships, and faculty development. Services
include the FYE One-Stop and CLIC (Connected Learning Instruction Center) Centers.
The college is obligated to institutionalize two
FYE positions initiated by the grant: a Faculty
coordinator and counselor. One of the most successful components of the project is Supplemental Instruction (SI), which has proven to increase
student retention and success rates in math and
English. This successful component should be
sustained through district support. This will necessitate permanent employment of the SI Coordinator and funding for SI Coaches.
FYE and Learning Community classes and
workshops will need to use classrooms, computer labs, and technical support.
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Community Action for Student
Achievement (CASA)
The CASA program is designed to build relationships with the Hispanic business community
and to involve Hispanic businesspersons in activities supporting student success. The program
has involved volunteers in the CASA Advisory
Council and the Hispanic Endowment committee. The intent is to raise $80,000 that will be
matched by the Foundation, to start an endowment to be used for student success projects.
CASA is staffed by on Special Project Temporary Administrator and student help and is located in the Resource Development office.

Staff and Student Diversity Division
The Staff and Student Diversity Division is projected to remain relatively constant over the
next five to ten years. Discrimination case investigations are anticipated to become more
complex and time-intensive. The outlook is for
increased mediation and litigation and increased
filing of complaints with enforcement agencies
and community organizations. Educational,
training and development needs for faculty, staff
and students in diversity, tolerance and cooperation, and sexual harassment will need to be
identified and appropriate training and development offered.
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PART III - THE QUANTIFICATION OF ON-CAMPUS SPACE NEEDS
Profile/Analysis of the Current Curriculum
The final section (Part III) moves the plan from the conceptual, visionary phase to one of a quantifiable nature. It
translates the trends and projections described in Part II into probable impact on square footage needs – a necessary step for the development of the Facilities Plan. Quantifying space needs begins with an assessment of

the current program of instruction. To create this snapshot, the 2002 fall semester was used to represent
the College’s current program of instruction. To further validate the snapshot, fall semesters from the
period of 1997 to 2002 were also referenced and the characteristics and trends from these semesters
were compared with data from fall 2002.
Initial stages of the process included an analysis of the key curriculum components and a comparison of
those components with statewide standards or averages for community colleges throughout the state. An
analysis of Full Time Equivalent Students (FTES) generated a breakdown of ratios for lecture versus
laboratory hours and the amount of lecture versus laboratory WSCH (Weekly Student Contact Hours)
produced. Combined, the process and the elements were used to create a baseline from which the current
program of instruction could be viewed.
The College’s program of instruction reflects of the needs of the service area and is a direct result of the
interests and talents of the faculty. Characteristics of the current program of instruction, by instructional
division, are captured in the following breakdown.
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Figure – 4
Program of Instruction by Instructional Divisions– Fall 2002
COLLEGE DIVISION
NET
WSCH
FTES
LEC
SECTS.
HRS
*
Business
181 17,288.4
576.3
420
Behavioral and Social
Sciences
288 32,741.7
1,091.4
768
Fine Arts
369 33,042.6
1,101.4
718
Health Sciences and
Athletics
315 29,866.2
995.5
295
Industry and
Technology
225 33,756.3
1,125.2
490
Humanities
417 48,909.6
1,630.3 1,483
Mathematical Sciences
261 30,037.2
1001.2
891
Instructional Services
125
8,828.1
294.3
220
Natural Sciences
155 23,070.3
769.0
445
Other
1,240.2
41.3
TOTAL
2,336
258,781
8,626 5,730

LAB
HRS

% NET
SECT.

197

7.75%

6.68%

47
661

12.33%
15.80%

12.65%
12.77%

890

13.48%

11.54%

638
221
72
109
383

9.63%
17.85%
11.17%
5.35%
6.64%
0.00%
100.0%

13.04%
18.90%
11.61%
3.41%
8.91%
0.48%
100.0%

3,218

% OF
WSCH

Source: El Camino Community College District, Office of Institutional Research; analysis by Maas Companies. * Off-campus, canceled
class sections, combined class sections and class sections with zero attendance have all been omitted.

Translation of the Current Curriculum to State Standards
To create a benchmark comparison with statewide averages and standards, the College’s disciplines and
programs have been coded (figure 5) with the State’s Taxonomy Of Programs (TOP) code format per
the following figure:
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Figure - 5
Summary of Instructional Disciplines by Four-Digit Top Code
Academic Strategies
4900
Air Conditioning/Refrigeration
0900
Adaptive PE
0800/4900
Administration of Justice
2100
Anatomy
0400
Anthropology
2200
Architecture
0200
Art
1000
Astronomy
1900
Auto Collision Repair/Painting
0900
Automotive Technology
0900
Biology
0400
Business
0500
CADD
0500
Chemistry
0900/1900
Childhood Education
1300
Chinese
1300
Construction Technology
0900
Contemporary Health
4900
Communication Studies
0600
Computer Information Systems
0700
Computer Science
0700
Cosmetology
3000
Culinary Arts
1300
Dance
1000
Economics
2200
Education
0800
Educational Development
4900
Electronic & Comp Hardware Tech 0900
English/ESL
1500/4900
Environmental Horticulture Science 0900
Family & Consumer Studies
1300
Fashion Studies
1300
Film/Video
1000
Fire & Emergency Technology
2100
Fire Technology
2100
First Aid
4900
French
1100
Geography
2200
Geology
1900
German
1100
History
2200
Human Development
4900

Humanities
4900
Industry & Technology
0900
Interdisciplinary Studies
4900
Interior Design
1300
Italian
1100
Japanese
1100
Journalism
0600
Law
1400
Legal Assistant
1400
Liberal Studies
0800
Library Information Science
1500
Machine Tool Technology
0900
Mathematics
1700/4900
Medical Assisting
1200
Microbiology
0400
Music
1000
Nursing
1200
Nutrition & Food
1300
Oceanography
0400
Philosophy
1500
Photography
1000
Physical Education
0800
Physics
1900
Physiology
0400
Political Science
2200
Psychology
2000
Radiologic Technology
1200
Real Estate
0500
Recreation
2100
Respiratory Care
1200
Sign Language Interpreter Training 0800
Sociology
2200
Spanish
1100
Special Education
4900
Speech Communications
1500
Supervision
0500
Surgical Technology
1200
Technical Math
1700
Theatre Arts
1000
Tutor Training
4900
Welding
0900
Women’s Studies
2200

Source: State Chancellor’s Office, Title 5 & Maas Companies Database
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Figure 6 provides a view of the College’s translated instructional disciplines via the TOP code instructional program format.
Figure - 6
Program of Instruction by Top Code Instructional Discipline
TOP DISCIPLINE
NET
LEC
WSCH
FTES
SECT.*
HOURS
Horticulture Science
Architecture
Biological Sciences
Business/Management
Communications
Computer Information
Sciences
Education / PE
Engineering / Industrial
Technology
Fine and Applied Arts
Foreign Language
Health Science
Consumer Education /
Home Economics
Legal
Humanities
Mathematics
Physical Science
Psychology
Public Affairs/Services
Social Science
Cosmetology
Interdisciplinary
Studies
Other
TOTAL

6
16
43
90
13
88

555.9
1,638.0
8,935.2
8,381.7
1,405.5
8,610.0

18.5
54.6
297.8
279.4
46.9
287.0

16
34
110
227
33
196

6
50
186
64
17
199

% of
NET
SECT.
0.26%
0.68%
1.84%
3.85%
0.56%
3.76%

232
95

17,681.7
12,711.9

589.4
423.7

88
214

574
348

9.92%
4.07%

6.84%
4.91%

290
63
75
65

28,371.9
7,425.3
11,244.9
6,648.9

945.7
247.5
374.8
221.6

574
296
155
142

626
0
374
58

12.40%
2.69%
3.21%
2.78%

10.98%
2.87%
4.35%
2.57%

24
362
241
88
49
79
190
4
223

2,097.3
35,187.6
28,320.0
11,729.4
5,609.7
14,507.7
21,971.7
2,532.9
21,973.2

69.9
1,172.9
944.0
391.0
187.0
483.8
732.4
84.4
732.4

69
1,014
823
268
141
168
498
16
648

6
208
0
188
6
112
38
74
82

1.03%
15.48%
10.31%
3.76%
2.10%
3.38%
8.13%
0.17%
9.54%

0.81%
13.62%
10.96%
4.54%
2.17%
5.61%
8.50%
0.98%
8.50%

2,336

1,240.2
258,781

41.3
8,626

5,730

LAB
HOURS

3,216

0.00%
100%

% of
WSCH
0.22%
0.63%
3.46%
3.24%
0.54%
3.33%

0.48%
100%

Source: El Camino Community College District, Office of Institutional Research; analysis by Maas Companies *Off-campus, canceled
class sections, combined class sections and class sections with zero attendance have all been omitted.

It should be noted that the TOP code format is used throughout the remainder of the Education Plan to
forecast physical space needs. Determined space needs will also be submitted to the State Chancellor’s
Office in this format.
Current Curriculum Indicators
Figures 7 and 8 provide a snapshot of key elements for the fall 2002 semester status of instructional programs at the College.
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Seat Count
Figure 7 compares enrollment per class section at ECC using the TOP code format for instructional programs. The statewide standard for enrollment per class section is 35 students. Combined with the percentage ratio of overall seats enrolled, the table provides an illustration of the key TOP code instructional disciplines as they presently exist. The College averaged 27.3 seats per class section for the baseline semester used (2002 fall semester). Social Science and Public Affairs/Services (Administration of
Justice and Fire and Emergency Technology) were the two TOP code instructional disciplines exceeding
the state standard.
Figure – 7
Seat Count Analysis/Comparison by Top Code Instructional Divisions – Fall 2002
TOP DISCIPLINE
SECTIONS TOTAL
% ENAVE
+/- STATE
CLASS STANDARD
SEATS
ROLLED
SIZE
SEATS
Horticulture Science
6
131
21.83
-37.60%
0.21%
Architecture
16
280
17.50
-50.00%
0.44%
Biological Sciences
43
1,115
25.93
-25.90%
1.75%
Business/Management
90
2,749
30.54
-12.70%
4.31%
Communications
13
423
32.54
-7.00%
0.66%
Computer Information
88
1,807
20.53
-41.30%
2.84%
Science
Education/ PE
232
5,675
24.46
-30.10%
8.91%
Engineering /Industrial
95
1,743
18.34
-47.70%
2.79%
Technology
Fine and Applied Arts
290
8,606
29.68
-15.20%
13.50%
Foreign Language
63
1,477
23.44
-33.00%
2.32%
Health Science
75
1,172
15.63
-55.40%
1.84%
Consumer Education /
65
1,906
29.32
-16.20%
2.99%
Home Economics
Legal
24
610
25.42
-27.40%
0.96%
Humanities
362
9,527
26.32
-24.80%
14.95%
Mathematics
241
6,662
27.64
-21.00%
10.45%
Physical Science
88
2,028
23.05
-34.20%
3.18%
Psychology
49
1,590
32.45
-7.30%
2.50%
Public Affairs/Services
79
2,851
36.09
3.10%
4.47%
Social Science
190
7,275
38.29
9.40%
11.42%
Cosmetology
4
121
30.25
-13.60%
0.19%
Interdisciplinary Studies
223
5,945
26.66
-23.80%
9.33%
TOTAL
2,336
63,693
27.27
-22.1%
100.0%
Source: El Camino College, Office of Institutional Research; Analysis by Maas Companies. Data based on 2002 Fall Semester for Credit
Enrollment. State standard equals 35 students/section. Bolded Instructional Divisions indicate performance above the state average.

WSCH Per Class Section
WSCH generated per class section (WSCH/SEC) are compared in Figure 8. The middle column (WSCH/SEC
STATE AVE) represents the statewide averages. The column to the immediate right depicts WSCH generated per
class section at ECC. Instructional disciplines for this perspective were listed by TOP code. Bolded TOP instructional disciplines indicate performance level above the statewide average for that particular discipline.
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Figure - 8
WSCH Per Class Section Comparison by Top Code Instructional Division - Fall 2002
TOP DISCIPLINE
CODE
WSCH/SEC
WSCH/SEC
+/- STATE
STATE AVE
COLLEGE
STANDARD
Horticulture Science
0100
105
92.7
-11.71%
Architecture
0200
88
102.4
16.36%
Biological Sciences
0400
143
207.8
45.31%
Business/Management
0500
98
93.1
-5.00%
Communications
0600
118
108.1
-8.39%
Computer Information Science
0700
114
97.8
-14.21%
Education/PE
0800
85
76.2
-10.35%
Engineering/Industrial Tech
0900
101
133.8
32.48%
Fine and Applied Arts
1000
107
97.8
-8.60%
Foreign Language
1100
126
117.9
-6.43%
Health Science
1200
145
149.9
3.38%
Consumer Education /Home
1300
108
102.3
-5.28%
Economics
Legal
1400
88
87.4
-0.68%
Humanities
1500
120
97.2
-19.00%
Mathematics
1700
138
117.5
-14.86%
Physical Science
1900
121
133.3
10.17%
Psychology
2000
142
114.5
-19.37%
Public Affairs/Services
2100
91
183.6
101.76%
Social Science
2200
136
115.6
-15.00%
Cosmetology
3000
138
633.2
358.84%
Interdisciplinary Studies
4900
102
98.5
-3.43%
Source: El Camino College, Office of Institutional Research; Maas Companies database; analysis by Maas Companies. Data based on
2002 Fall Semester for Credit Enrollment. State standard derive from Maas Companies database that includes data from 78 community
colleges within the state. Bolded Instructional Divisions indicate performance above the state average.

WSCH Per FTEF
The state standard used for determining optimal productivity is based on WSCH generated per full-time
equivalent faculty (FTEF). The standard is a ratio of 525 WSCH per FTEF. The TOP code instructional
disciplines of Public Affairs/Services, Social Sciences, Psychology, Biological Sciences, and Consumer
Education/Home Economics were found to be performing at levels above the statewide standard
WSCH/FTEF. The College’s fall 2002 overall average productivity measure of 476.86 WSCH/FTEF
was about 90.8% efficient when compared to the state standard of 525. The current contract with the El
Camino College Federation of Teachers (ECCFT) sets a target of 535. In fall 2003 the College achieved
its highest productivity measure ever – 567. This was accomplished with the reduction of 200 sections
resulting in a 101.8% fill rate. The following table provides a summary of the WSCH generated per
FTEF by TOP instructional discipline for the 2002 fall semester.
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Figure – 9
WSCH Per Full Time Equivalent Faculty Analysis/Comparison - Fall 2002
TOP DISCIPLINE
FTEF
WSCH
WSCH/
+/- 525
FTEF
STATE
TARGET
Horticulture Science
1.36
555.9 408.80
-22.14%
Architecture
4.73
1,638.0 346.30
-34.04%
Biological Sciences
16.58
8,935.2 538.90
2.65%
Business/Management
18.73
8,381.7 447.50
-14.76%
Communications
2.75
1,405.5 511.10
-2.65%
Computer Information Sciences
23.04
8,610.0 373.70
-28.82%
Education/PE
33.88
17,681.7 521.90
-0.59%
Engineering/Industrial Tech
33.72
12,711.9 377.00
-28.19%
Fine and Applied Arts
64.51
28,371.9 439.80
-16.23%
Foreign Language
19.21
7,425.3 386.50
-26.37%
Health Science
29.85
11,244.9 376.70
-28.25%
Consumer Education / Home
12.59
6,648.9 528.10
0.59%
Economics
Legal
4.89
2,097.3 428.90
-18.31%
Humanities
77.21
35,187.6 455.70
-13.19%
Mathematics
57.33
28,320.0 494.00
-5.91%
Physical Science
27.50
11,729.4 426.50
-18.76%
Psychology
9.70
5,609.7 578.30
10.16%
Public Affairs/Services
17.00
14,507.7 853.40
62.55%
Social Science
35.38
21,971.7 621.00
18.29%
Cosmetology
5.76
2,532.9 439.70
-16.24%
Interdisciplinary Studies
46.96
21,973.2 467.90
-10.87%
Other
1,240.2
0.00
TOTAL
542.68
258,781 476.86
-9.17%
State Target: WSCH/FTEF
525.0

% OF TOTAL WSCH
0.21%
0.63%
3.45%
3.24%
0.54%
3.33%
6.83%
4.91%
10.96%
2.87%
4.35%
2.57%
0.81%
13.60%
10.94%
4.53%
2.17%
5.61%
8.49%
0.98%
8.49%
0.48%
100.00%

Source: El Camino Community College District, Office of Institutional Research; Analysis by Maas Companies. Data is based on 2002
Fall Semester for Credit Enrollment. TOP Code Instructional Discipline that is bolded indicates performance above the statewide standards
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WSCH Per FTEF Per Course Section
In the following figure, the productivity/efficiency value is measured in WSCH per FTEF per course
section. While section size represents a relationship between the number of students enrolled in the section and the section itself, WSCH/FTEF/SECTION represents the relationship between the average section size and the faculty load (FTEF) assigned to each section within each TOP code. Again, the TOP
code instructional programs of Public Affairs/Services, Social Sciences, Psychology, Consumer Education/Home Economics and Biology performed above the state standard.
Figure – 10
WSCH Per FTEF Per Course Section Analysis – Fall 2002
TOP DISCIPLINE
WSCH
FTEF
WSCH/
FTEF
Horticulture Science
555.9
1.36
408.80
Architecture
1,638.0
4.73
346.30
Biological Sciences
8,935.2
16.58
538.90
Business/Management
8,381.7
18.73
447.50
Communications
1,405.5
2.75
511.10
Computer Information Science
8,610.0
23.04
373.70
Education / PE
17,681.7
33.88
521.90
Engineering/Industrial Tech
12,711.9
33.72
377.00
Fine and Applied Arts
28,371.9
64.51
439.80
Foreign Language
7,425.3
19.21
386.50
Health Science
11,244.9
29.85
376.70
Consumer Education / Home
Economics
6,648.9
12.59
528.10
Legal
2,097.3
4.89
428.90
Humanities
35,187.6
77.21
455.70
Mathematics
28,320.0
57.33
494.00
Physical Science
11,729.4
27.50
426.50
Psychology
5,609.7
9.70
578.30
Public Affairs/Services
14,507.7
17.00
853.40
Social Science
21,971.7
35.38
621.00
Cosmetology
2,532.9
5.76
439.70
Interdisciplinary Studies
21,973.2
46.96
467.90
Other
1,240.2
0.00
258,781
542.68 476.86
TOTAL

WSCH/FTEF/ % STATE
SECTION
STD
27.25
-22.1%
23.09
-34.0%
35.93
2.6%
29.83
-14.8%
34.07
-2.6%
24.91
-28.8%
34.79
-0.6%
24.34
-30.5%
29.32
-16.2%
25.77
-26.4%
25.11
-28.2%
35.21
28.59
30.38
32.93
28.43
38.55
56.89
41.40
29.31
31.19
31.79

0.6%
-18.3%
-13.2%
-5.9%
-18.8%
10.2%
62.6%
18.3%
-16.2%
-10.9%
-9.17%

Source: El Camino Community College District, Office of Institutional Research; 2002 Fall Semester; analysis by Maas Companies
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WSCH Lecture and Laboratory Breakdown
Figure 12 provides a breakdown by TOP code instructional discipline for actual lecture and laboratory
WSCH generated for the 2002 fall semester at the College. The data discloses that the curriculum of the
College is generally dominated by lecture WSCH at a ratio of 64% to 36% (1.75:1).
Figure – 11
WSCH Lecture and Laboratory Breakdown – Fall 2002
TOP DISCIPLINE
TOP
SECTIONS LECTURE
CODE
WSCH
Horticulture Science
0100
6
404.3
Architecture
0200
16
663.0
Biological Sciences
0400
43
3,320.5
Business/Management
0500
90
6,549.6
Communications
0600
13
927.6
Computer Information Sciences
0700
88
4,272.3
Education/PE
0800
232
2,350.4
Engineering/Industrial Tech
0900
95
4,840.5
Fine and Applied Arts
1000
290
13,571.2
Foreign Language
1100
63
7,425.3
Health Science
1200
75
3,294.8
Consumer Ed/Home Economics
1300
65
4,720.7
Legal
1400
24
1,929.5
Humanities
1500
362
29,198.2
Mathematics
1700
241
28,320.0
Physical Science
1900
88
6,893.6
Psychology
2000
49
5,380.7
Public Affairs/Services
2100
79
8,704.6
Social Science
2200
190
20,414.0
Cosmetology
3000
4
450.3
Interdisciplinary Studies
4900
223
19,505.0
Other
TOTAL
2,336
173,136

LAB
WSCH
151.6
975.0
5,614.7
1,832.1
477.9
4,337.7
15,331.3
7,871.4
14,800.7
0.0
7,950.1
1,928.2
167.8
5,989.4
0.0
4,835.8
229.0
5,803.1
1,557.7
2,082.6
2,468.2
84,404

TOTAL
WSCH
555.9
1,638.0
8,935.2
8,381.7
1,405.5
8,610.0
17,681.7
12,711.9
28,371.9
7,425.3
11,244.9
6,648.9
2,097.3
35,187.6
28,320.0
11,729.4
5,609.7
14,507.7
21,971.7
2,532.9
21,973.2
1,240.2
258,781

Source: El Camino Community College District, Office of Institutional Research; Analysis by Maas Companies. Data based on credit
WSCH generated only during the fall 2002 semester. Off-campus and canceled class sections have not been included. Combined or multiclass sections have been counted as one section.

Projections for the Future Program of Instruction
The projections that follow take into account the current and past trends of the College relative to curricular offerings, anticipated changes in the instructional delivery methods, and balance in the curriculum. Data for instructional programs have also been keyed to other colleges throughout the state vis-àvis the Maas Companies database.
The projections use WSCH as the primary criterion for viewing the instructional program of the future.
As previously noted, WSCH represents the only solid data that can accurately be apportioned and traced
to each course, discipline and division - regardless of the nuances of the curriculum. The projections are
reflective of and limited to on-campus credit-WSCH.
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Program forecasts were generated for the College at points in time when credit-WSCH reached 313,900
and student enrollment 30,268 (2010 estimate) and when credit-WSCH reached 394,432 and student enrollment 37,516 (2020 estimate). The projections used the 2002 fall semester as a benchmark, when
WSCH generation was 258,781 and on-campus unduplicated credit-enrollment was 25,491.
It should be noted that growth for the various instructional disciplines was forecasted at varying rates.
External and internal factors, demographics, past performance, projected need, and curriculum balance
caused each instructional discipline to respond differently to the forecasting process. The growth forecast is, therefore, not linear or relational in terms of its application.
The following references and resources were used in the forecasting process:
1.

2003 El Camino Community College District, Report 17 ASF/OGSF* Summary and the Capacities
Summary, an inventory of facilities that is recorded with the State Chancellor’s Office.
*ASF – Assignable Square Footage and OGSF – Overall Gross Square Footage
2. The 2002 Weekly Student Contact Hours (WSCH) Comparison Report for all state community colleges (published by the State Chancellor’s Office).
3. Enrollment and performance data provided by the ECC, Institutional Research Office.
4.

The Maas Companies database that is comprised of information from 78 community colleges within
the state for which Maas Companies has completed educational and facility plans.

WSCH/FTES Forecast Year 2010 Or When District Credit WSCH Reaches 313,900
At a time when credit-WSCH reaches 313,900, the College is projected to have the following semester
profile:
Class Sections:
FTES:
Total WSCH:
Credit Enrolled Students:

2,710
10,463
313,900
30,268

Details, by TOP instructional disciplines, of the semester profile are depicted in the figure that follows.
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Figure - 12
Instructional Program: Year 2010 or Semester Credit WSCH of 313,900
TOP DISCIPLINE
TOP
SECTIONS
WSCH
FTES/ SECODE
MESTER
Horticulture Science
0100
7
777.6
25.92
Architecture
0200
17
2,227.0
74.23
Biological Sciences
0400
50
10,675.6
355.85
Business/Management
0500
107
10,229.1
340.97
Communications
0600
15
1,867.8
62.26
Computer Information Sciences
0700
99
10,808.0
360.27
Education/PE
0800
249
21,118.5
703.95
Engineering/Industrial Technology
0900
101
14,802.8
493.43
Fine and Applied Arts
1000
345
35,081.2
1,169.37
Foreign Language
1100
70
9,560.2
318.67
Health Science
1200
77
12,034.9
401.16
Consumer Education /
1300
79
8,299.6
276.65
Home Economics
Legal
1400
27
2,600.7
86.69
Humanities
1500
439
45,164.9
1,505.50
Mathematics
1700
287
33,833.1
1,127.77
Physical Science
1900
97
14,041.3
468.04
Psychology
2000
55
6,512.0
217.07
Public Affairs/Services
2100
94
17,691.6
589.72
Social Science
2200
222
26,503.6
883.45
Cosmetology
3000
5
3,163.5
105.45
Interdisciplinary Studies
4900
268
26,907.2
896.91
TOTAL
2,710
313,900
10,463.3
Source: Maas Companies Projections
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WSCH/FTES Forecast Year 2020 or When District Credit WSCH Reaches 394,432
At a time when credit-WSCH reaches 394,432, the College is projected to have the following semester
profile:
Class Sections:
3,008
FTES:
13,148
Total WSCH:
394,432
Credit Enrolled Students:
37,516
Details, by TOP instructional disciplines, of the semester profile are depicted in the figure that follows.
Figure - 13
Instructional Program: Year 2020 or Semester Credit WSCH of 394,432
TOP DISCIPLINE
TOP
SECTIONS
WSCH
CODE
Horticulture Science
0100
10
1,190.2
Architecture
0200
20
3,016.0
Biological Sciences
0400
63
14,080.9
Business/Management
0500
134
13,247.3
Communications
0600
23
2,737.9
Computer Information Science
0700
113
13,052.3
Education/PE
0800
298
27,167.0
Engineering/Industrial Technology
0900
113
18,685.0
Fine and Applied Arts
1000
425
41,517.9
Foreign Language
1100
82
11,607.6
Health Science
1200
84
14,381.9
Consumer Ed / Home Economics
1300
104
11,353.5
Legal
1400
36
3,508.4
Humanities
1500
523
52,759.2
Mathematics
1700
339
43,586.2
Physical Science
1900
112
18,081.5
Psychology
2000
69
8,615.3
Public Affairs/Services
2100
113
21,776.7
Social Science
2200
289
34,643.8
Cosmetology
3000
6
3,829.6
Interdisciplinary Studies
4900
52
35,593.4
TOTAL
3,008
394,432

FTES/
SEMESTER
39.67
100.53
469.36
441.58
91.26
435.08
905.57
622.83
1,383.93
386.92
479.40
378.45
116.95
1,758.64
1,452.87
602.72
287.18
725.89
1,154.79
127.65
1,186.45
13,147.7

Source: Maas Companies Projections
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Lecture and Laboratory WSCH Breakdown For the Future
The identification of future lecture and laboratory credit-WSCH is the basis for determining the physical
space need for the long-range program of instruction. This information was gleaned from the baseline
curriculum, e.g., 2002 fall semester, past trends of the College, comparisons with other community college districts in the state, and the standards set forth by
California Title 5 Education Code were used as touchstones for identifying the lecture and laboratory
credit-WSCH for the future. A breakdown of that analysis with benchmarks at 2010 and 2020 or when
the College attains credit-WSCH of 313,900 and 394,432 respectively for a given semester follows:
Year 2010 or When Credit-WSCH Reaches 313,900
The College is projected to have the following semester profile when credit-WSCH reaches a level of
313,900:
Class Sections:
Lecture WSCH:
Total WSCH:
Laboratory WSCH:
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Figure - 14
Credit Lecture and Laboratory WSCH: Year 2010 or Total WSCH of 313,900
TOP DISCIPLINE
TOP SECTIONS
LEC
LAB
TOT WSCH
CODE
WSCH
WSCH
Horticulture Science
0100
7
567.7
210.0
777.6
Architecture
0200
17
890.8
1,336.2
2,227.0
Biological Sciences
0400
50
3,950.0
6,725.6
10,675.6
Business/Management
0500
107
8,119.7
2,109.4
10,229.1
Communications
0600
15
1,126.9
740.8
1,867.8
Computer Information Sci0700
99
5,319.5
5,488.4
10,808.0
ences
Education/PE
0800
249
2,924.5
18,194.0
21,118.5
Engineering/Industrial Tech
0900
101
5,470.6
9,332.2
14,802.8
Fine and Applied Arts
1000
345
16,839.0
18,242.2
35,081.2
Foreign Language
1100
70
9,560.2
0.0
9,560.2
Health Science
1200
77
3,701.1
8,333.7
12,034.9
Consumer Education / Home
1300
79
6,579.0
1,720.6
8,299.6
Economics
Legal
1400
27
2,392.6
208.1
2,600.7
Humanities
1500
439
37,530.9
7,634.0
45,164.9
Mathematics
1700
287
33,833.1
0.0
33,833.1
Physical Science
1900
97
8,240.0
5,801.2
14,041.3
Psychology
2000
55
6,251.5
260.5
6,512.0
Public Affairs/Services
2100
94
9,436.8
8,254.8
17,691.6
Social Science
2200
222
24,612.9
1,890.7
26,503.6
Cosmetology
3000
5
569.4
2,594.1
3,163.5
Interdisciplinary Studies
4900
268
24,355.5
2,551.7
26,907.2
TOTAL
2,710
212,272
101,628
313,900
Source: Maas Companies Projections

Year 2020 or When Credit-WSCH Reaches 394,432
The College is projected to have the following semester profile at the benchmark year of 2020 or at
394,432 WSCH for a given semester
Class Sections:
Lecture WSCH:
Total WSCH:
Laboratory WSCH:

3,008
268,617
394,432
125,815
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Figure - 15
Credit Lecture and Laboratory WSCH: Year 2020 or Total WSCH of 394,432
TOP DISCIPLINE
TOP
SECTIONS
LEC
LAB
TOT WSCH
CODE
WSCH
WSCH
Horticulture Science
0100
10
868.8
321.4
1,190.2
Architecture
0200
20
1,206.4
1,809.6
3,016.0
Biological Sciences
0400
63
5,133.7
8,947.2
14,080.9
Business/Management
0500
134
10,529.3
2,717.9
13,247.3
Communications
0600
23
1,624.8
1,113.1
2,737.9
Computer Information Science
0700
113
6,423.9
6,628.4
13,052.3
Education/PE
0800
298
4,341.4
22,825.6
27,167.0
Engineering/Industrial Tech
0900
113
6,940.2
11,745.6
18,685.8
Fine and Applied Arts
1000
425
20,366.5
21,151.4
41,517.9
Foreign Language
1100
82
11,607.6
0.0
11,607.6
Health Science
1200
84
4,512.6
9,869.3
14,381.9
Consumer Ed/Home Economics
1300
104
8,857.5
2,495.9
11,353.5
Legal
1400
36
3,227.7
280.7
3,508.4
Humanities
1500
523
43,891.1
8,868.1
52,759.2
Mathematics
1700
339
43,586.2
0.0
43,586.2
Physical Science
1900
112
10,609.8
7,471.8
18,081.5
Psychology
2000
69
8,270.7
344.6
8,615.3
Public Affairs/Services
2100
113
11,605.2
10,171.5
21,776.7
Social Science
2200
289
32,091.5
2,552.3
34,643.8
Cosmetology
3000
6
689.3
3,140.3
3,829.6
Interdisciplinary Studies
4900
52
32,233.2
3,360.2
35,593.4
TOTAL
3,008
268,617
125,815
394,432
Source: Maas Companies Projections

Determination of Space Requirements
In order to qualify for state funds to construct new facilities, the Chancellor’s Office requires that the
District demonstrate space needs. These needs are determined when the total space requirements for
academic programs of instruction and support services are compared to the current space holdings of the
District. The state standards for calculating square footage requirements are derived from the generation
of WSCH or from a prescribed formula based upon various measures of student enrollment. The following sections provide a definition of space requirements and capacity, a listing and explanation of the
utilization and planning standards used to determine space needs, and the determined net allowances for
all categories of space.
Facilities Inventory
The California Community Colleges Facilities Inventory Manual includes descriptive data on buildings
and rooms for each college district. Construction projects, the development of capital outlay plans, the
determination of future facilities and the assessment of existing space utilization are tasks that rely heavily on this document. The space inventory is essential for generating the annual Five-Year Capital Construction Plan and for scheduling and controlling campus space. The space inventory is an important tool
in planning and managing district facilities.
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This Plan uses the 2003 El Camino Community College District Report 17 ASF/OGSF Summary and
Capacities Summary (amended October 2003), as the basis for determining future space requirements
and eventually arriving at a building/facilities program for the College.
Space Category Elements
Several key facility elements were considered in the assessment of the space needs. These facility elements or space categories are presented in Figure 16. They represent the majority of the total educational
and general facility space at the College.
Figure - 16
Standard Space Categories Used for Campus Assessment
Classrooms
Non-class Laboratories
Teaching Laboratories
Library/Learning Resources
Offices
Instructional Media

Lounge
Bookstore
Health Services
Teaching gym
Food service

Theatre
Meeting Room
Data Processing
Physical Plant
Assembly/Exhibition

Prescribed State Space Standards
Title 5 of the California Administrative Code (Sections 57000-57140) prescribes standards for the utilization and planning of most educational facilities in public community colleges. These standards are
summarized in figure 17 and in the text that follows.
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Figure - 17
Prescribed Space Standards
CATEGORY
Classrooms

Teaching Labs

Offices/Conference Rooms
Library/Learning Resource Center

Instructional Media AV/TV/Radio

FORMULA
ASF/Student Station
Station utilization rate
Average hours room/week
ASF/student station *
Station utilization rate
Average hours room/week
ASF per FTEF
Base ASF Allowance
ASF 1st 3,000 DGE**
ASF/3001-9,000 DGE
ASF>9,000
Base ASF Allowance
ASF 1st 3,000 DGE
ASF/3001-9,000 DGE
ASF>9,000

RATES/ ALLOWANCES
15
66%
53
*
85%
27.5
140
3,795
3.83
3.39
2.94
3,500
1.50
0.75
0.25

* Reference Figure 18.
** DGE – Day Graded Enrollment

Standards for Lecture Space:
The determination of lecture ASF is derived from a mathematical calculation based on the size of a college. Most colleges are allowed a factor of 42.9 ASF/100 WSCH generated.
Standards for Laboratory Space:
Figure 18 contains the Title 5 state standards used to determine ASF for laboratory space. The standards
offer measures in both ASF per student station and in ASF per 100 WSCH generated.
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Figure - 18
State Standards Assignable Square Feet for Laboratory Space
TOP DISCIPLINE
TOP CODE ASF/ STATION ASF/ 100 WSCH
Horticulture Science
0100
115
492
Architecture
0200
60
257
Biological Science
0400
55
233
Business/Management
0500
30
128
Communications
0600
50
214
Computer Information Systems
0700
40
171
Education/Physical Education
0800
75
321
Engineering/Industrial Technology
0900
200
856
Fine and Applied Arts
1000
60
257
Foreign Language
1100
35
150
Health Science
1200
50
214
Consumer Education / Child Development
1300
60
257
Law
1400
35
150
Humanities
1500
50
214
Library
1600
35
150
Mathematics
1700
35
150
Physical Science
1900
60
257
Psychology
2000
35
150
Public Affairs/Services
2100
50
214
Social Science
2200
35
150
Cosmetology
3000
50
214
Interdisciplinary
4900
60
257
Source: Maas Companies - Calculations based on California Code of Regulations Title 5, Chapter 8 Section 57028

Non-State Space Standards
The state provides standards for utilization and planning for more than 60% of all types of spaces on a
college campus. Capacity estimates for those remaining spaces – representing approximately 40% – are
based on a combination of factors including the size and nature of the institution. Standards for these
types of spaces are presented in Figure 19. The guidelines presented were based on a national study of
space standards and Maas Companies discussions with colleagues in the California community colleges
and the Chancellor's Office.
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Figure - 19
ASF for Non-State Standard Campus Buildings
CATEGORY OF SPACE
BASIS
0.095ASF per headcount student
Non-Class Laboratory
Greater of 2.5 ASF per FTES or 35,000 ASF
Teaching Gym
ASF Equal to Student Headcount
Assembly/Exhibition
0.60 ASF per Student Headcount
Food Service
0.67 ASF per FTES
Lounge
1,500 ASF plus 0.67 ASF/Student Headcount
Bookstore
ASF Allowance
Health Service
0.333 ASF per Student Headcount
Meeting Room
Greater of 0.4 ASF per Headcount or 6,000
Childcare
ASF (Also, See State Child Care Standards)
ASF Allowance
Data Processing
ASF Allowance
Physical Plant
ASF Allowance
All Other Space

ASF/FACTOR
0.095
2.5-35,000
100%
0.60
0.67
0.75
1,200
0.333
0.40 – 6,000
5,000
5% of Total
2.5% of Total

Source: Maas Companies & State Chancellor’s Office

Ultimately the space requirement is determined via the relationship of the existing space available, listed
by type and use, number of hours for which that space is currently utilized, and the number of hours projected for use in the future.
Computation of FTE Instructional Staff
The worksheet in the following figure is required to be completed by the District with the submission of
the Five-Year Capital Construction Plan. The worksheet must be updated and submitted each subsequent
year. For long-term planning purposes, the worksheet is used to project future staffing for instructional
programs at the College.
Figure - 20
ECC Worksheet for Computing FTE Instruction Staff*
NON INSTRUCPROFESSIONIONAL IN- NET TOTAL
CATEGORY
TIONAL PORTION STRUCTIONAL &
STATUTORY
FTE
STATUTORY STAFF FTE STAFF FTE
Instructors
587.0
587.0
Counselors
20.0
20.0
Department Admin
21.0
21.0
Librarians
7.0
7.0
Instructional Admin
16.0
16.0
Totals
651.0
64.0
587.0
Source: Maas and Companies and State Chancellors Office * This worksheet must be completed prior to completing the Five-Year
Capital Construction Plan. The June 24, 2004submission was used as an example of a completed worksheet
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The five categories of Full Time Equivalent (FTE) staff are specified and defined as follows:
1. Instructors: Includes the professional instructional staff for day, extended-day, and adult education,
except those whose offices are located off campus.
2. Counselors: Includes the professional counseling staff, special programs coordinators, extended opportunity program coordinators, statutory and Title 5 required staff.
3. Department Administrators: Includes professional staff responsible for coordinating or supervising departmental activities. This category is dependent upon the organizational structure of the college, but is generally defined as the department chair for an instructional or support service area.
4. Librarians: Professional librarians and directors of media services.
5. Institutional Administrators: Professional administrators with responsibilities covering the entire
institution such as a President, Vice President, Deans, Business managers. This category generally
covers all administrators above the department level.
Projecting Future Capacity
ASF, as defined in Title 5 standards, relates to useable space for instruction or related student support. A
process for arriving at future capacity (space needs) is provided in the sequence that follows:
Step 1: Credit-WSCH projections are applied in combination with appropriate space planning
standards to result in a total space requirement in ASF by type of space.
Step 2: The current space inventory for the College is used as a baseline to determine space
needs. This baseline is subtracted from the calculated space requirements to result in the
net ASF need by type of space for the projected long-term facilities plan.
Step 3: The result net assignable square footage by type of space for the benchmark years of
2010 and 2020, is translated into the facility codes used by the state.
Current Campus Inventory
The following figure shows the current facilities inventory for the College as taken from the 2003 El
Camino Community College District Report 17 ASF/OGSF Summary and Capacities Summary
(amended October 2003). This document provides a basis for comparing space needs with space availability. The College currently has a building/facility space inventory of 756,578 assignable square feet.
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Figure - 21
Facilities Inventory – Year 2003
ROOM USE CATEGORY
DESCRIPTION
000
Inactive Area
100
Classroom
210-230
Laboratory
235-255
Non Class Lab
300
Office/Conference
400
Library
520-525
Physical Education (Indoor)
530-535
Instructional Media (AV/TV)
540-555
Clinic/Demonstration
580
Greenhouse
610-625
Assembly/Exhibition
630-635
Food Service
650-655
Lounge/Lounge Service
660-665
Merchandise Facility/Bookstore
670-690
Meeting /Recreation
710-715
Data Processing/Comp
720-740
Physical Plant
800
Health Service
Other
TOTAL ASF

ASF
3,059
116,926
201,398
323
94,996
38,993
99,904
4,977
110
400
60,698
19,820
21,542
17,593
12,133
5,938
55,888
1,182
698
756,578

Source: El Camino Community College District, Space Inventory and Building Facilities Report 17, October 2003

Academic Space Requirements: Year 2010 or Credit-WSCH Of 313,900
The following figure identifies the square footage required to meet the needs of the College’s academic
programs when credit-WSCH reaches 313,900 – estimated to be 2010. At that time, the required academic space needs at the College has been determined to be 311,074 ASF. As differentiated, lecture and
laboratory ASF has been cast at 91,065 and 220,010 respectively. Data presented was based on standards defined by the California Educational Code Title 5.
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Figure - 22
ASF Required for Instructional Program Year 2010 or Credit-WSCH of 313,900
TOP DISCIPLINE
TOP
SECTIONS LEC ASF LAB ASF
TOT ASF
CODE
Horticulture Science
0100
7
243.5
1,033.0
1,276.5
Architecture
0200
17
382.2
3,434.0
3,816.2
Biological Sciences
0400
50
1,694.5
15,670.7
17,365.2
Business/Management
0500
107
3,483.3
2,700.1
6,183.4
Communications
0600
15
483.5
1,585.4
2,068.9
Computer Information Sci0700
99
2,282.1
9,330.4
11,612.5
ences
Education/PE
0800
249
1,254.6
6207.2*
7,461.8
Engineering/Industrial Tech
0900
101
2,346.9
51,236.8
53,583.7
Fine and Applied Arts
1000
345
7,223.9
46,882.5
54,106.4
Foreign Language
1100
70
4,101.3
0.0
4,101.3
Health Science
1200
77
1,587.8
17,834.2
19,422.0
Consumer Education / Home
1300
79
2,822.4
4,422.0
7,244.4
Economics
Legal
1400
27
1,026.4
312.1
1,338.5
Humanities
1500
439 16,100.8
11,450.9
27,551.7
Mathematics
1700
287 14,514.4
0.0
14,514.4
Physical Science
1900
97
3,535.0
14,909.2
18,444.2
Psychology
2000
55
2,681.9
390.7
3,072.6
Public Affairs/Services
2100
94
4,048.4
17,665.2
21,713.6
Social Science
2200
222 10,558.9
2,836.1
13,395.0
Cosmetology
3000
5
244.3
5,551.3
5,795.6
Interdisciplinary Studies
4900
268 10,448.5
6,557.9
17,006.4
TOTAL ASF
2,710
91,065
220,010
311,074
Source: Maas Companies Projections
* P.E. laboratory space is calculated as a separate item using different Title 5 criteria. ASF for this category is not found in the table
above.

Academic Program Space Requirements: Year 2020 or Credit-WSCH Of 394,432
For the benchmark year 2020 (or when 394,432 WSCH is achieved for a given semester), there will be
an on-campus need for 115,237 ASF for lecture space and a need for 268,932 ASF for laboratory space.
Overall, the College’s combined space requirements, just to support the academic program, will be
384,169 ASF. The ASF, presented by TOP code instructional program format, meets the standards defined by the California Educational Code Title 5 relative to determining academic space needs.
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Figure - 23

ASF Required for Instructional Program Year 2020 or Credit-WSCH of 394,432
TOP DISCIPLINE
TOP
SECTIONS LEC ASF LAB ASF
CODE
Horticulture Science
0100
10
372.7
1,581.1
Architecture
0200
20
517.5
4,650.7
Biological Sciences
0400
63
2,202.4
20,846.9
Business/Management
0500
134
4,517.1
3,478.9
Communications
0600
23
697.0
2,382.1
Computer Information Sciences
0700
113
2,755.9
11,268.3
Education/PE
0800
298
1,862.4
8,027.3
Engineering/Industrial Technology
0900
113
2,977.3
60,408.9
Fine and Applied Arts
1000
425
8,737.2
54,359.2
Foreign Language
1100
82
4,979.7
0.0
Health Science
1200
84
1,935.9
21,120.4
Consumer Education /
1300
104
3,799.9
6,414.5
Home Economics
Legal
1400
36
1,384.7
421.0
Humanities
1500
523
18,829.3
13,302.2
Mathematics
1700
339
18,698.5
0.0
Physical Science
1900
112
4,551.6
19,202.4
Psychology
2000
69
3,548.1
516.9
Public Affairs/Services
2100
113
4,978.6
21,767.0
Social Science
2200
289
13,767.3
3,828.4
Cosmetology
3000
6
295.7
6,720.2
Interdisciplinary Studies
4900
52
13,828.0
8,635.7
TOTAL ASF
3,008
115,237
268,932

TOT ASF
1,953.8
5,168.2
23,049.3
7,996.0
3,079.1
14,024.2
9,889.7
63,386.2
63,096.4
4,979.7
23,056.3
10,214.4
1,805.7
32,131.5
18,698.5
23,754.0
4,065.0
26,745.6
17,595.7
7,015.9
22,463.7
384,169

Source: Maas Companies Projections
* P.E. laboratory space is calculated as a separate item using different Title 5 criteria. ASF for this category is not found in the table
above.

Square Footage Requirements For The Total College
Total Net Building/Facility Requirement: Year 2010 or Achievement of 313,900 WSCH
Using data from the previous tables and calculating the formulas for both prescribed and non-prescribed
state space standards, Figure 24 provides a net analysis of ASF required for all campus facilities at the
College. The data provided is formatted to be consistent with the Chancellor’s Office facilities space
coding system. The forecast is based on a target year of 2010 or whenever the target semester creditWSCH level (313,900) is reached.
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Figure - 24
Total Building Requirements – Year 2010
SPACE
DESCRIPTION
CATEGORY
000
Inactive Area
100
Classroom
210-230
Laboratory
235-255
Non Class Lab
300
Office/Conference
400
Library
520-525
Physical Education (Indoor)
530-535
Instructional Media (AV/TV)
540-555
Clinic/Demonstration
580
Greenhouse
610-625
Assembly/Exhibition
630-635
Food Service
650-655
Lounge/Lounge Service
660-665
Merchandise /Bookstore
670-690
Meeting /Recreation
710-715
Data Processing/Comp
720-740
Physical Plant
800
Health Service
Other
TOTAL ASF

CURRENT
ASF
3,059
116,926
201,398
323
94,996
38,993
99,904
4,977
110
400
60,698
19,820
21,542
17,593
12,133
5,938
55,888
1,182
698
756,578

ASF FOR
2010
0
91,065
220,010
2,875
91,672
85,647
35,000
28,451
12,107
0
30,268
18,161
7,010
21,780
10,079
5,000
33,016
1,200
0
693,342

ASF DIFFERENTIAL
(3,059)
(25,861)
18,612
2,552
(3,324)
46,654
(64,904)
23,474
11,997
(400)
(30,430)
(1,659)
(14,532)
4,187
(2,054)
(938)
(22,872)
18
(698)
(63,237)

Source: Source: El Camino Community College District, Space Inventory and Building Facilities Report; Maas Companies Projections

Total Net Building/Facility Requirement: Year 2020 or Achievement of 394,432 WSCH
As in the previous example, Figure 25 provides a net analysis of ASF for all campus facilities at the College at a point in time when semester credit-WSCH reaches 394,432 and student enrollment reaches
37,516 (projected to occur in 2020).
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Figure – 25
Total Building Requirements – Year 2020
SPACE
DESCRIPTION
CATEGORY
000
Inactive Area
100
Classroom
210-230
Laboratory
235-255
Non-Class Laboratory
300
Office/Conference
400
Library
520-525
Physical Education (Indoor)
530-535
Instructional Media (AV/TV)
540-555
Clinic/Demonstration
580
Greenhouse
610-625
Assembly/Exhibition
630-635
Food Service
650-655
Lounge/Lounge Service
660-665
Merchandise /Bookstore
670-690
Meeting /Recreation
710-715
Data Processing/Comp
720-740
Physical Plant
800
Health Service
Other
TOTAL ASF

CURRENT
ASF
3,059
116,926
201,398
323
94,996
38,993
99,904
4,977
110
400
60,698
19,820
21,542
17,593
12,133
5,938
55,888
1,182
698
756,578

ASF FOR
2020
0
115,237
268,932
3,564
109,939
102,695
35,000
33,887
15,006
0
37,516
22,510
8,809
26,636
12,493
5,000
39,921
1,200
0
838,345

ASF DIFFERENTIAL
(3,059)
(1,689)
67,534
3,241
14,943
63,702
(64,904)
28,910
14,896
(400)
(23,182)
2,690
(12,733)
9,043
360
(938)
(15,967)
18
(698)
81,767

Source: El Camino Community College District, Space Inventory and Building Facilities Report; Maas Companies Projections

SUMMARY
The Educational Plan provides the vision for the District, curriculum and instruction, support services,
facilities, and enrollment growth into 2010 and 2020.
Credit enrollment is projected to be 30,268 by the year 2010, and 37,516 by 2020. The vision for 2020
has the District remaining a single-college district. The use of smaller satellite centers that are extensions
of the main campus, such as the Inglewood Center, will be necessary to support the programs and services at the College. In order to continue to meet the needs of this expanded student population, the District needs to commit to the following planning agendas.
PLANNING AGENDAS IMPACTING EDUCATIONAL AND STUDENT
SUPPORT PROGRAMS
1. Instructional delivery will focus on the adaptations of teaching and assessment methods and the
implementation of student learning outcomes.
2. Instructional delivery methods will be modified to accommodate various learning styles and
needs.
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3. Faculty and administrators will develop standards for the assessment of programs, courses, relevancy, and applicability. Programs not meeting set standards will be revised or replaced with
new programs.
4. In partnership with business and industry, short term, high intensity technical and occupational
programs will be developed that provide entry-level skills for workers in weeks or months.
5. Short-term classes, weekend classes, accelerated courses, and modular courses will be expanded.
6. Existing inter-disciplinary programs will be expanded (e.g., Learning Communities) and new
ones developed.
7. Developmental education programs (basic skills) will be expanded.
8. Teaching strategies will expand the use of work experience and internships.
9. The student retention effort will be enhanced through a campus-wide, coordinated tutoring and
supplemental instruction program.
10. Outreach efforts will focus on reaching the older, life-long learners and the underserved segment
of the 18-24 year-old population, including the less academically prepared.
11. The participation rate will increase and be closer to the statewide average.
12. Productivity and efficiency measures will continue to improve.
13. The District will develop off-campus satellite centers as needed to accommodate the expected
growth in student population.
PLANNING AGENDAS IMPACTING TECHNOLOGY AND FACILITIES
14. The District will increase the use of technology in the pedagogical process and in all its work
processes.
15. Teaching strategies will expand the use of classroom technology and specialized laboratories.
16. Faculty will be trained in the use of technology-enhanced processes such as on-line grade reporting and forecasting and the submitting of rosters.
17. Students will have more control over their own learning-support environment through greater access via technology to campus information and services from home and the workplace.
18. There will be expanded use of technology and a streamlining the processes in Admissions and
Records.
19. There will be a One-Stop Shop for student services that includes assessment, counseling, registration and cashiering.
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20. New construction should permit the maximum amount of structural and infrastructure flexibility.
Instructional facilities must be developed with the idea that within five years they will need to be
adapted in some manner.
21. Particular attention will be given to the upgrading of existing campus infrastructure, pedestrian
and vehicular circulation, parking, facility use and reuse, needed renovations and new building
construction.
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